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MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE YELLOWFIN TUNA

FISHERY IN THE MEXICAN EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE

I. Introduction. 

Tuna fishery is an important activity worldwide. In the

eastern Pacific Ocean the effort applied by the Pacific Ocean

fleet to catch tuna fish is considerable. The eastern Pacific

tuna fleet harvests throughout the oceans and captures an

important fraction of this resource. For instance, in 1980 the

total catch of the Eastern Pacific fleet was 369,096 short

tons while in 1987 the total catch of this fleet was 395,064

short tons (IATTC, 1980; IATTC, 1987).

The tuna fishery is an activity that generates high

revenues. Consequently, many nations are involved in the

harvest of these fish. The participation of several countries

makes necessary the implementation of international policies

regulating the harvest of the tuna resource. According to

Joseph (1979), the international utilization of tuna needs to

be regulated in order to avoid the depletion of the resource,

as well as to maintain the fishery at sustainable levels and

to preserve the tuna industry.

Tuna management in the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean has

had important changes after the implementation of the

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in the United Nations Conference

of the Law of the Sea III (UNCLOS III). After some of the

coastal countries declared total jurisdiction on all the

resources in their 200 mile sea territory, it was necessary to
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review and implement regulations according to the new

conditions.

To date Mexico is one of the most important participants

in the tuna fishery practiced in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

The Mexican government and the Mexican fishing industry have

the objectives to satisfy the internal demand, increase the

exports and exercise the sovereign rights over fish resources,

including highly migratory species, in the Mexican Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZ) (Panorama Atunero, 1989; Salinas de

Gortari, 1989). The Mexican EEZ, about 3 million square

kilometers is comprised of four regions which are separated

due to the specific ecologic and oceanographic conditions of

each area (Figure 1) (SEPESCA, 1988). Among all the fisheries

activities in Mexico, tuna fishery is one of the most valuable

since the Mexican tuna has an important international market.

In addition, the Mexican tuna industry has made an important

investment for the capture and processing of tuna; therefore,

one of the goals of this industry is to recover its

investment.

Fisheries around the world are managed by applying

several alternatives. The application of some of these

management alternatives to the Mexican tuna fishery are

presented in this study. These management alternatives have

the common objective of obtaining the Maximum Sustainable

Yield or the Maximum Economic Yield.

Exploitation of the tuna resource represents a management



Figure 1.	 The Mexican Exclusive Economic Zone.
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problem and has created international conflicts because for

some nations it is a "highly migratory species", and the

concept of ownership by any nation may not be recognized .

Indeed, the migration patterns of tuna have influenced the

management of this resource in the eastern Pacific Ocean

(EPO). On the other hand, most of the coastal nations with

tunas present in their EEZ (called Resource Adjacent Nations

or RANs) state that they have sovereign rights over the

resources of their EEZ based on the UNCLOS III (Joseph, 1979).

Consequently, international conflicts and disagreements are

present while the nations involved in the tuna fishery try to

reach an agreement for harvest of this resource. Therefore, it

is necessary to formulate appropriate national and

international alternatives for the management of the tuna

resource.

To date, many fishing countries have applied management

alternatives to obtain the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY)

instead of the Maximum Economic Yield (MEY) (Tietenberg,

1988). Economists have proposed that the MEY might be a better

objective to manage the fishery resources since it maximizes

the rent from the fishery (Townsend and Wilson, 1988).

1.1. Paper Structure. 

This paper is organized into eight chapters. The first

chapter is devoted to the introduction and objectives. The

second chapter provides the background of the tuna fishery in

Mexico. This background includes the entry and withdrawal of
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Mexico from the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission

(IATTC), the tuna embargo imposed by the U.S. to Mexico, the

actions taken by the Mexican government and the impacts on the

Mexican tuna industry. In the third chapter information

pertaining to the management options for fisheries is

presented. The fourth chapter deals with the international

regulations regarding tuna management (i.e. Organizacion

Latinoamericana Para el Desarrollo de la Pesca or Latin-

American Organization for the Development of Fisheries). The

fifth chapter provides information about the biology of the

fish, which includes migration patterns and spawning areas.

The sixth chapter focusses on the analysis of the management

options applied to the yellowfin tuna fishery in Mexico.

Conclusions are presented in chapter seven. Chapters eight and

nine contains the bibliography and the appendices.
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1.2. Objectives. 

The objectives of this paper are to:

1) Provide information pertaining to the management

alternatives that could be applied to fisheries.

2) Provide information pertaining to the international

legislation that attempts to regulate the tuna fishery in the

eastern Pacific Ocean.

3) Present information regarding the migration patterns

of tuna in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

4) Analyize the application of some management

alternatives to the Mexican tuna fishery.
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II. Background. 

Since 1950 the Mexican tuna industry has been growing,

though this development has come together with problems and

crises. Some of these problems were and are internal, but

others were and are external. Nowadays Mexico has a powerful

tuna fleet which harvests inside and outside the Mexican EEZ.

The historic improvement of this fleet and the difficulties

inherent in this development are discussed in this section.

II.1. Mexico and the IATTC. 

Motivated by the idea of conservation of the tuna fish

and the reasonable management of this resource in the Eastern

Pacific, Mexico joined the Inter-American Tropical Tuna

Commission (IATTC) in 1964 (Moya, 1985).

The IATTC, originated in 1950, operates under the

authority and direction of a convention originally entered

into by the governments of Costa Rica and the United States.

The principal duties of the Commission are "(1) To study the

biology of the tropical tunas, tuna baitfishes, and other

kinds of fish taken by tuna vessels in the Eastern Pacific

Ocean and the effects of fishing and natural factors upon the

tuna, and (2) To recommend appropriate conservation measures,

when necessary, so that these stocks of fish can be maintained

at levels which will afford the maximum sustained catches"

(Bayliff, 1975).

The Commission is open to the admission of other
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governments who participate in the tuna fishery in the eastern

Pacific Ocean (Bayliff, 1975). Consequently, other nations

joined this commission after its implementation and the tuna

fishery was managed on an international basis. Each year, from

1950 to 1979, the member nations of the IATTC set, under a

fishing agreement, a catch limit for tunas. This fishing

agreement was based on the recommendations of the scientific

staff of the IATTC and on the political and economic

negotiations among the nations members (King, 1979). The

member nations of the Commission in 1975 were, in addition to

Costa Rica and the United States, Canada, France, Japan,

Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama (Bayliff, 1975), while in 1987

the member nations were reduced to France, Japan, Nicaragua,

Panama and the United States (IATTC, 1987). The change in the

nations that participated in the IATTC is due to the

withdrawal of some nations from the IATTC which was caused

mainly by disagreements inside the Tuna Commission.

In 1962 the IATTC designated a main area for the

harvesting of the tuna fishery in the Eastern Tropical Pacific

Ocean. This area is the Commission's Yellowfin Regulatory Area

(CYRA). To date, the CYRA has the same area as it did in 1962.

The IATTC added some experimental zones to preserve and study

new stocks in the Eastern Pacific Ocean (Figure 2) (IATTC,

1962-80).
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11.2. Disagreements inside the IATTC. 

The IATTC worked, until 1980, with a policy of catch

quota for the fishery (IATTC, 1980). This quota was

established according to the tuna fleet and the tuna

processing capacity of the member nations. Also, the catch

quota proposed was based on the level of maximum-sustainable-

yield calculated by the IATTC staff. During the 1960's vessels

of the United States caught the majority of the tuna fish. The

developing coastal nations members, including Mexico, did not

agree with the "first-come, first-served" basis that

established the amount of catch allocated in the CYRA. At that

time, since the U.S. had the largest fishing fleet it

constantly took the largest yearly catch (Rosendahl, 1984).

The developing countries also claimed that "with their small

fleet they were at a competitive disadvantage with the United

States" (Joseph, 1981).

Consequently, the IATTC instituted, in 1969, a system of

special allocations for developing coastal nations. This

system, based on the concept of adjacency of the resource,

provided preferential rights to these coastal nations to

harvest a determinated quota of fish that occurred in the

waters of these countries (Joseph, 1979). After 1969, these

special allocations were increased every year for each Latin

American country. In fact, a system of management by partial

allocations was implemented (Joseph, 1979).

The Mexican delegation, in 1975, proposed to the IATTC
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the implementation of new systems for the management of

migratory species with the goal of easing "the actual

prolonged and difficult negotiations taking place. By

implementing these systems the states maximize the development

of that resource near the coastal line" (Joseph, 1979). The

reason for the Mexican proposal was that the meeting to set

quotas was extended for weeks before an agreement could be

reached. So, Costa Rica and Mexico "considered the situation

intolerable, and called for a plenipotentiary meeting in 1977"

(Joseph, 1981). In this meeting, the Inter Governmental

Meeting (IGM), the regulatory and allocation arm of the

Commission, was viewed as an 'advocate of the U. S. industry

since it blocked consistently Latin American requests for

increased yellowfin quotas" (O'Malley, 1986). Also, Mexico

proposed that "the coastal state has sovereign rights over the

resources of its zone," according to the New Law of the Sea

(Joseph, 1981). The delegation of the United States answered

that "the concept of ownership of the resource was not

recognized" and the Mexican proposal was not accepted (Joseph,

1981). In addition, there were some irregularities in the

calculations of the MSY made by the IATTC. After 1970 the

distribution of the fishing effort changed because more

vessels were harvesting offshore. The relationships between

the fish caught offshore and inshore were not understood, but

they might have affected the previous estimates of MSY. All

this situation raised some questions regarding the accuracy of
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the MSY for the yellowfin tuna calculated by the IATTC (IATTC

1987). Consequently, the IATTC calculated and adjusted a new

MSY for the fishery from 1969-87, which was 178,000 short tons

(IATTC, 1987).

Because of the irregularities described above, Costa Rica

and Mexico announced their proposal to withdraw from the IATTC

(Joseph, 1981). Finally, since the EEZ regime was incompatible

with the quota system proposed by the IATTC, Mexico withdrew

from this commission in 1978 (Rosado, 1990).

According to Antonio Suarez (1986), president of the

Asociacion Nacional de Productores de Atun (National

Association of Tuna Producers), Mexico left the IATTC because

at that time Mexico did not have a high catch quota because of

its small tuna fleet. On the other hand, Mexico could not

increase its fleet because it was not able to obtain a larger

allocation of the catch quota. So, Mexico decided to break

this vicious circle and withdrew from the IATTC in November

1978 (Suarez, 1986).

In the same year, Mexico announced its sovereign rights

over all the tuna resources that occur in the Mexican

Exclusive Economic Zone. The Mexican government stated that

"it will share this resource with other nations only if Mexico

does not have enough vessels in its fleet to catch the tuna

resources" (Moya, 1986a). In 1980, the Mexican government

announced a decree which established that all the foreign

vessels that wanted to harvest in the Mexican EEZ would need
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a permit. This permit of fishing costs 1,200 dollars per 60

days plus 300 dollars per metric ton of the fishing capacity

registered by the vessel. The U.S. fleet did not accept these

conditions, but instead encouraged its government to protect

them (Moya, 1986a).

11.3. The U.S. Fishery Conservation and Management Act. 

The U.S. government tried to protect the American tuna

industry with the Fishery Conservation and Management Act

(FCMA).

This act reserves the United States right not to

recognize the exclusive fisheries zones of other nations that

should

"fail to recognize and accept that highly migratory
species are to be managed by applicable international
fishery agreements, whether or not such nation is party
to any such agreement" (O'Malley, 1986).

However, the American tuna industry did not agree with

the act because, in the FCMA, the United States made the

statement of sovereignty over all the resources in the

American Exclusive Economic Zone of 200 miles. The act

excluded the tuna fish because it is a highly migratory

species. The tuna industry stated that

"If the United States itself claimed such an exclusive
zone it could do little to protest unilateral actions
by others;.... that the bill came at a time that would
undercut the United States position at the Law of the
Sea Conference; that a two hundred mile zone would cut
down United States ability to work toward a flexible
management policy based on fishing yield on conservation,
not on the concept of protective seaward extension"
(O'Malley, 1986).
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Opponents of the tuna fish exemption in Congress said:

"Proponents of this unique position urge that it is
consistent with U.S. policy, since in our 200-mile law
we have carefully excluded tuna. But, there are
practically no tuna within our 200-mile zone. In effect,
the proponents ... are urging that we have the right to
regulate all fisheries within our 200-mile zone except
for species that do not exist there. For those species,
they ask that we enact a special law to demand that the
200-mile zone be inapplicable when claimed by other
nations if they include migratory species such as tuna"
(O'Malley, 1986).

The Mexican government did not accept this Act because an

important proportion of the tuna catch was made in the Mexican

EEZ (Moya, 1986a). In addition, Mexico took its decisions

based on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III). At the same time

Mexico undertook an important increase in the capacity of its

tuna fleet. The Mexican tuna fleet capacity increased from

35,000 metric tons (vessel capacity) in 1980 to 74,000 metric

tons in 1981 (Joseph, 1981).

Historically, the best area for catching tuna fish was

the Mexican EEZ. In 1980, 60 % of the total catch in this zone

was made by U.S vessels, and Mexico caught only 8%. Another

15% of the catch in this area was harvested by American

vessels registered under other flags. In other words, the tuna

were in Mexican waters, but the fleet that harvested the

resource was American (Moya, 1986b).

11.4. The tuna embargo imposed on Mexico by the U.S. 

According to Rosendhal (1984), United States-Mexican

fisheries relations have for years been characterized by
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jurisdictional conflict. This relationship has had

repercussions in the American and Mexican fishing industries.

The most important change that the Mexican tuna industry had

was the tuna embargo. This embargo imposed by the United

States created a crisis. This crisis led to the restructuring

of the Mexican tuna industry.

In early July, 1980, the Mexican navy seized the American

vessel "Maria Marie" which was fishing inside the Mexican EEZ.

This was the first of a series of ships that were seized while

harvesting in the Mexican Exclusive Economic Zone. At that

time, Mexico had the continuing incentive to assert claims to

200-mile exclusive fishery zones including tuna, despite the

U. S. refusal to recognize them (O'Malley, 1986). The

commitment to the development of a Mexican tuna industry was

made, and there was no return (Rosendahl, 1984; Moya, 1985).

After this action by Mexico, the government of the United

States, based on the FCMA, applied an embargo on the Mexican

tuna. By the end of 1980, Mexico terminated its fishing

treaties with the U.S. The FCMA provided that if an American

vessel were seized by a foreign country on claim of

jurisdiction not recognized by the United States, the

Secretary of the Treasury must impose an embargo upon the

importation of all fish products from that country (Rosendahl,

1984). In fact, foreign fleets were still fishing inside the

Mexican EEZ. In 1987 an American tuna vessel was seized by the

Mexican Navy while fishing about 60 miles from the Mexican
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coast. In 1988 another American tuna vessel was arrested while

fishing within 12 miles from the coast of Mexico (Enriquez,

1988). The U.S. government imposed on Mexico a second tuna

embargo. This embargo, called the marine mammal embargo, was

imposed because the Mexican tuna fishery captured tunas with

a high rate of incidental catch of dolphins. This embargo was

lifted when Mexico provided information demonstrating that

Mexican tuna fishermen were taking measures to protect

dolphins. Since there is an increasing feeling to protect

dolphins, the requirements have become more stringent. Due to

this, a court ruling compelled the U.S. Department of Commerce

to impose on Mexico another tuna embargo in October, 1990

(Weidner, 1990). In 1990, about 40% of the trips of the

Mexican tuna fleet was inspected by an observer to certify

that the Mexican fishermen were taking actions to avoid the

incidental capture of dolphins (Luna, 1990).

11.4.1. Repercussions in the American tuna industry 

after the tuna embargo. 

The tuna embargo has had an economic impact on the

American tuna industry. First, producers of tuna who have

normally depended on imports for more than 50 % of their raw

product, and who have invested in the producing sector of

Mexico were unable to import raw tuna because of the embargo.

Second, U.S. fishermen have been excluded from major fishing

grounds within national 200-mile zones where historically they
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had taken a significant portion of their catch. They are

presently unable to fish off Mexico and must purchase licenses

to fish off most Latin American countries. Historically nearly

half of the American catch of tuna had been taken inside 200

miles. Since being excluded, they must fish longer and harder

outside 200 miles to try to earn a good profit (Joseph, 1981).

Also, factories within the U.S. tuna industry closed, and the

costs of fleet operation were increased. In fact, since 1980

the American capture of tuna has declined from 214,325 short

tons in that year to 96,729 short tons in 1987. At that time,

the American tuna industry needed to process its products

overseas. For instance, Van Camp is selling raw fish in

Thailand and buying back the canned product (Rosendahl, 1984).

11.4.2. Repercussions in the Mexican tuna industry 

after the tuna embargo. 

The main problem for the Mexican tuna industry was that

the principal market for the Mexican tuna, the American

market, was closed (Moya, 1985).

The Mexican tuna industry was in a paradoxical position

with a large fleet and the resources on its coast, but

without an international market for the majority of the

product. One of the actions that the Mexican tuna industry

took more intensely was the search for new international

markets, principally in Western Europe, Canada, and Asia

(Moya, 1985; Rosendhal, 1984).
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In the second semester of 1980 the tuna caught by Mexican

vessels stayed in the ports of Mexico; for instance, Ensenada

which was and still remains the most important port for

landings for the Mexican tuna industry. As a consequence, in

a few weeks an excess of tuna was being stored in freezer

warehouses. At the same time new ships for the Mexican fleet

were being built in Italy, Spain, and the U.S. (Moya, 1985).

Before the embargo, the Mexican internal market for tuna

was no higher than 20,000 metric tons. While 15,000 metric

tons of the production were exported to the U.S. After the

embargo, there was a large amount of product in the internal

market. The powerful Mexican fleet increased the quantity of

tuna in the internal market and this caused an internal crisis

for the Mexican Tuna industry (Moya, 1985).

11.5. Actions taken by the Mexican government. 

The first actions taken by the Mexican government were to

purchase all the product and store it. Another action taken

was an advertising campaign for the Mexican citizens which

encouraged them to consume canned tuna. However, despite the

programs there was an overproduction of fresh tuna fish and

canned tuna, and the expansion of the international market was

not as successful as planned (Moya, 1985). These markets were

not sufficient to enable Mexico to sell its production at

prices which could turn a profit (Rosendhal, 1984).

In order to avoid the long-term storage of raw tuna, the
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Mexican government implemented several programs. One of the

actions taken was the opening of new canning industries. Also,

it was necessary to build and to contract freezer warehouses

for the storage of fresh tuna, and warehouses for the millions

of tuna cans that were produced. As a result, in 1987, there

were new facilities to can and store raw tuna in the ports of

Ensenada, Isla Cedros, La Paz, San Carlos, Tortugas, Mazatlan,

Manzanillo, Topolobampo and Puerto Madero (Figure 3). As a

partial solution to this problem Mexico bought from Spain

three freezer ships for the transportation and storage of the

tuna caught. But, in 1983 one cyclone destroyed them in the

port of Mazatlan, Sinaloa (Moya, 1985).

The policy of the reduction of the production was taken

throughout the country. For instance, in Mazatlan, Sinaloa, in

1979 15,000 metric tons were processed while in 1981 only

1,200 metric tons were processed. The problems became worse in

1981 when the new vessels arrived in Mexico. In 1980 the

capacity of the Mexican tuna fleet was 35,000 metric tons, and

in 1981 with the new ships it was 72,000 metric tons. In 1982,

one and a half years after the American tuna embargo, Mexico

had 50 new vessels, and almost all of them with a capacity of

1090 metric tons and high fishing efficiency. This year the

Mexican tuna fleet was the second in all the world according

to its capacity of catch, and the most modern in the world.

The project of the Mexican government concerning the increase

of fishery potential was reached; although, there were not



Figure 3 Main ports in the Mexican Pacific coast with facilities to process
and store tunaf ish
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enough internal and external markets for the product (Moya,

1985).

In fact, 1982 and 1983 were the most difficult years for

the Mexican and American tuna industries. There was not much

money from the government devoted to the fisheries in Mexico,

and the country was suffering an internal economic crisis. The

loans for the fishery activity were down, and the price for

the canned tuna in the international market was down as well

(Moya, 1985). Consequently, the Mexican catch of tuna

decreased from 39,294 short tons in 1982 to 29,070 short tons

in 1983 (IATTC, 1984). In addition, the "El Nino" current

affected the eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) and changed the

distribution of the fish to the west of the CYRA (IATTC, 1982

and 1983). Unfortunately for Mexico, the principal problem

was the absence of a plan or policy to face up to the new

circumstances, and a program which could solve the old

problems. So, in 1983, the majority of the Mexican tuna fleet

was idle in the Mexican ports (Moya, 1985).

11.6. End of the tuna embargo. 

In August 13th, 1986, the U.S. government discontinued

the embargo on the Mexican tuna. This action re-opened the

American market and also established new conditions for future

trade negotiations. After the U.S. government discontinued the

embargo on the Mexican tuna there was not an important

increase in Mexican tuna exports to this country. Without the
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embargo, the U.S. market received during 1986 17,500 short

tons of Mexican canned tuna. If we consider that the American

market consumes 600,000 to 650,000 metric tons of tuna per

year, the quantity imported from Mexico represented only 4 %

of the total demand of the American market. Mexico had the

opportunity to recover the American market, and also to

increase the exports of canned tuna to the United States in

the future (Maya, 1986a and 1986b). In fact, the Mexican tuna

exports to the United States increased from 17,500 short tons

in 1986 to 25,500 short tons in 1988 (Secretaria de Pesca,

1987). However, in 1989 the Mexican tuna exports to the U.S.

were reduced substantially, because of the dolphin issue, and

in 1990 tuna exports to the U. S. were stopped totally (Luna,

1990).

After the end of the tuna embargo the American government

has proposed to Mexico an interim agreement concerning the

tuna resource. This agreement is viewed by the American

government as the first step for the formation of a regional

agreement for tuna fishing. This treaty was suggested again by

the Ambassador John Negroponte to the Mexican (Secretary of

Fisheries) in January, 1988. The American proposal includes

access of the American tuna fleet to the Mexican EEZ. The U.S.

government states that, if Mexico agrees with this treaty, it

will assure the entrance of the Mexican tuna imports to the

American market (Rosado, 1990). Mexico did not accept this

treaty since it contradicts the Mexican policy concerning the
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Mexican Exclusive Economic Zone (Rosado, 1990; Luna, 1990).
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III. Management objectives for fisheries. 

Renewable resources such as ocean fisheries might be

depleted if they are not managed in a proper way. According to

Tietenberg (1988), fisheries are interactive resources in

which the size of the stock is influenced by the population

dynamics of the stock and by the fishing effort applied by

society on the resource. In fact, the size of the population

determines the "availability of the resources in the future"

(Tietenberg, 1988). In this paper I will consider the tuna in

the eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) as an interactive resource.

Since the late 70's, the tuna resource has been harvested

in the EPO by the Pacific Ocean international tuna fleet

applying a high level of fishing effort. The fishing effort

has increased at high rates and this has had an impact on the

population's capacity to sustain itself. In the following

section the population dynamics of fisheries is presented to

provide the background necessary for the management options

applied to fisheries.

III.1. Schaefer-Gordon Model. 

According to the Schaefer-Gordon model, the increment of

the fishing effort might change the size of the fish

population. The Schaefer-Gordon model assumes that the growth

of the stock depends only on the size of the population. This

model characterizes the fishery in a long-term period in which

the growth of the population is represented on the vertical
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axis and the size of the population in the horizontal axis

(Schaefer, 1957) (Figure 4). The model shows that as stock

size increases the growth of the stock increases at a

decreasing rate (from S" to S*). From S* to S' as stock size

increases the growth of the stock decreases. There are three

points in the Schaefer-Gordon Model that are relevant. First,

S' represents the point of natural equilibrium. Without

external influences at this population size the stock would

persist through time. This level is also a stable equilibrium

in which increments and/or decreases of the population from

this level activate natural mechanisms that will restore the

equilibrium stage. For instance, a decrease in the population

size (below S') due to mortality or emigration is compensated

by an increase in the population due to births, growth of the

fish in the remaining stock and immigration (until population

size reaches S' again). On the other hand, with an increment

in the population size, the stock will exceed the carrying

capacity of the habitat. Consequently, mortality rates and

emigration will increase and reduce the stock size until it

reaches the natural equilibrium (Tietenberg 1988; Townsend and

Wilson, 1986).

Second, the minimum viable population (S") is an unstable

equilibrium in which growth is negative. At this point

increments in the population size lead to an increase in

growth and indeed to an increment in the population size

towards the point of stable equilibrium (S'). On the other
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Figure 4. Schaefer-Gordon Model, relationship between
fish population and growth in fish stock.
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hand, a decrease in the population size from the level S" will

cause a decline in the population size until it is depleted

completely. This is because there are no mechanisms that could

restore the population to the level S". The third point, (S*),

is the level of Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) in which the

population size yields the maximum growth. Therefore, S* is

the level at which the maximum catch can be harvested in a

continuous manner (Tietenberg, 1988; Townsend and Wilson,

1986; Smith, 1990).

111.2. Economic incentives in the Schaefer-Gordon Model. 

The incorporation of the effect of economic incentives in

the Schaefer-Gordon model creates some specific features.

According to Townsend and Wilson (1988), the economic side of

the Schaefer-Gordon model is determined by the level of

fishing effort applied. More effort will be attracted to the

fishery if there are high revenues. On the other hand, effort

will be decreased if there are lower revenues from the

fishery. The system reaches an equilibrium when there are no

forces that attract or drive out fishermen to the fishery.

This equilibrium level is reached when no excess profits and

no losses occur. The economic returns are determined by the

catch rate, the price of the fish and the cost of fishing.

Therefore, the total revenue received from the sale of the

fish is determined by the price times the quantity caught. The

relationship between total revenue and fishing effort is
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indeed the yield effort curve (explained below) scaled up by

the price of the fish (Townsend and Wilson, 1986; Tietenberg,

1988). Revenue and cost are measured in vessel cost, hours of

fishing, etc. Total cost is a function of the fishing effort

and the cost per unit effort. This total cost incorporates the

opportunity cost of fishermen as well. The total cost-effort

relationship might be a straight line because total cost is

equal to the level of effort scaled up by the cost of a unit

of effort. If there is an increase in the fishing effort there

is also an increase in the total cost of all effort (Figure

5). To study the economic side of the Schaefer-Gordon (S-G)

model the variable of the horizontal axis is the fishing

effort (in the S-G model it is the fish stock), and the

vertical axis variables are total cost and total revenue (in

the S-G model it is the growth of fish stock) (Townsend and

Wilson, 1986; Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990).

Tuna fishery exemplifies the asymptotic model in the

Gordon-Schaefer analysis (Figure 6). This is due to the

characteristic migration patterns of tuna. Since tunas are

highly migratory species enough data regarding the exact

population size are not available. In addition, it is assumed

that the tuna movements make difficult to drive these species

to an unstable equilibrium and indeed to extinction (Smith,

1990; King, 1979).
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111.3. The Open Access Equilibrium. 

With an unrestricted access to the fishery, the economic

returns tend to attract more effort to the fishery. The

fishing effort is increased as long as fishermen extract rent

from the fishery. When dealing with a common property resource

the term rent is used, instead of profit, to designate the

difference between total revenue (TR) and total cost (TC). The

expansion in fishing effort might increase TR until a maximum

level is reached. However, after this maximum level, the use

of more fishing effort will result in a decrease of TR. The

increment in fishing effort will last until the rent is

totally dissipated (TR=TC). The increase in the fishing effort

might cause the rent to be shared by more fishermen, and there

will be a decrease in the net benefit for everyone. At this

point, the open access equilibrium (OAE), is where total

revenue and total cost are equal. In theory, in the long run,

at this point with zero rent no further effort is attracted to

the fishery (Figure 7) (Tietenberg, 1988; Townsend and Wilson,

1986).

111.4. Maximum-Sustainable-Yield. 

Biologists argue that to efficiently regulate fisheries

the management goal might be to obtain the catch at the

Maximum-Sustainable-Yield (MSY) level. The relationship

between catch and effort shows that with an increase in

fishing effort (Emsy) the catch will increase until a maximum

(Figure 8). At this level of fishing effort the extraction of
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Figure 7. The Open Access Equilibrium in fisheries.
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a high catch is obtained from the stock (Tietenberg, 1988;

Townsend and Wilson, 1986). After the Emsy the catch declines

if there is an increase in the fishing effort (Townsend and

Wilson, 1986).

Different levels of effort applied will result in

different amounts of catch, and these catches are proportional

to stock sizes. From the Yield-Effort curve E 2 represents a

higher level of fishing effort than E, since the catch

obtained at C2 is higher than the catch at C, (Figure 9). The

catch obtained and the growth of the population might

determine if the population is increasing, decreasing or

remains constant. When catch exceeds growth the stock is

decreasing and vice-versa. The system reaches a steady state

when growth exactly equals catch. For instance, at the level

of effort E2 the equilibrium is reached with a catch C, and a

stock size S2 (Townsend and Wilson, 1986, Tietenberg, 1988).

111.5. Maximum-Economic-Yield. 

This management objective, based on the economic

viewpoint, states that the rent might be maximized at the

Maximum-Economic-Yield (Emey) level of fishing effort. At the

level of effort Emsy the maximum economic rent is obtained

only if total costs of fishing are equal to zero. With the

fishing effort at the Emey, which is lower than the Emsy, the

rent is maximized since the vertical distance between total

revenue and total cost is also maximized. The maximum economic



Figure 9. Yield-Effort. curve.
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rent is reached at the level of effort Ee (Figure 10)

(Townsend and Wilson, 1986; Tietenberg, 1988).

Ee is the efficient level of effort because it is where

marginal benefit (the slope of the total-revenue curve) is

equal to the marginal cost (the slope of the total cost

curve). Using a fishing effort higher (Eh), or lower (Eb),

than Ee is inefficient because the vertical distance between

total cost and total revenue is not maximized (Figure 11). Ee

is, indeed, the level of fishing effort at which the stock

size is larger than the stock size obtained at the level of

fishing effort Emsy. From the economic viewpoint efficient

management requires larger stock sizes because the average

cost of fishing is lower when fish are abundant (Townsend and

Wilson, 1986; Tietenberg, 1988).

111.6. Management alternatives for fisheries to

accomplish the OAE, the Emsy and the Emey. 

There are several management alternatives that could be

applied to fisheries to accomplish the management goals

described above. In fact, each management alternative has

different effects in the fisheries. In the following section

the most common management alternatives used in fisheries are

presented.
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111.6.1. Cost increasing alternative. 

The cost increasing option includes, for instance,

limitations on boat size, restrictions on the equipment to

search for catch fish, restrictions in the fishing seasons,

and restrictions of fishing grounds. The application of any of

these methods will increase the total cost of fishing. An

increase in the total cost of the fishing operation might

cause a decrease in the fishing effort applied on the fishery.

Consequently, the reduction in the fishing effort might cause

a reduction in the catch (which might be the goal for the

management plan) (Tietenberg, 1988). However, under this

management method the rent is dissipated into the fishery

(except direct costs) (Smith, 1990). With no increase in the

total cost of fishing the cost curve TC, is related to the

fishing effort E, where all the rent is dissipated since

total cost is equal to total revenue. An increase in the total

cost of fishing is represented by the curve TC 2 . Also, with

this new cost all the rent is dissipated since at this point

total cost is equal to total revenue (Figure 12). Even if the

catch obtained is high, this management option is not

efficient. Efficiency implies the extraction of the resource

at the lowest possible cost (Tietenberg, 1988;Townsend and

Wilson, 1986; Smith, 1990).

111.6.2. Limited entry alternative. 

This management option is based on the direct reduction
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of the fishing effort. Under this management alternative the

right to fish, with or without the application of a fee, is

assigned by an agency. This agency limits the number of boats

that can harvest a determinate resource. With limited entry to

the fishery the fishing effort is expected to decrease from E,

to However, fishermen that remain in the fishery often

increase the fishing capacity of their boats. Then, the actual

fishing effort will be E2  and this will increase the total

cost of fishing from TC, to TC, (Figure 13) (Smith, 1990).

111.6.3. Quota system alternative. 

This management option restricts the catches and may

allow fishermen to keep rent from the fishery (Tietenberg,

1988). The quota system management assumes the application of

a "properly designed quota on the number of fish that can be

taken from the fishery" (Tietenberg, 1988). According to

Tietenberg (1988) an efficient quota system has the following

characteristics: 1) The quotas entitle the holder to catch a

specified weight of fish, 2) the total amount of fish

authorized by the quotas held by all fishermen should be equal

to the efficient catch for the fishery, and 3) the quotas

should be freely transferable among fishermen.

The efficiency of the quota system is based on the right

to catch a specific amount of fish assigned to a determinate

boat or individual. However, most of the quota systems applied

today are based on the right to own and use a fishing boat
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Figure 13. Total cost and total revenue vs. fishing effort applying the
limited entry alternative. Fishing effort is expected to be
reduced from El to E2*. However, fishermen will increase their
fishing capacity until TC2=TR at the actual fishing effort E2.
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without catch limitation. This creates the incentive on

fishermen to increase the fishing capacity of the vessels to

maximize the capture. For instance, large boats are built,

more fishing equipment is installed and more time is spent

fishing. If the management goal is to reach the maximum-

sustainable-yield or the maximum-economic-yield "it is the

catch which must ultimately be limited" (Tietenberg, 1988;

Smith, 1990).

Even though under the quota system the rent can be

retained by fishermen, not all fishermen will obtain benefits.

The generation that receives all the benefits is the current

generation of fishermen. Future fishermen trying to enter the

fishery might have to purchase the quotas from the existing

fishermen (Tietenberg, 1988).

111.6.3.1. Individual Transferable Quotas. 

An efficient quota system has the characteristic of free

transferable quotas. Consequently, management strategies have

been developed under this basis by some countries which are

known as Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQ). This management

option contemplates the sale of a determinate quantity of fish

before the fishing season. The transference of quotas results

in a flow of quotas from those fishermen with high costs (less

efficient) to those with lower costs of fishing (more

efficient). Fishermen with high cost of fishing will find more

profit by selling the quotas than using them while those with
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low costs can buy extra quotas and still obtain revenues

(Tietenberg, 1988).

According to Tietenberg (1988) ITQ induces the use of new

cost-reducing fishing technology. The use of this type of

technology implies a reduction in the total cost of fishing

and indeed an increase in the profit for fishermen. Those

fishermen with extra money can purchase quotas from those with

high fishing costs. Consequently, there might be an incentive

among fishermen to adopt the cost-reducing technology to

increase profits (Tietenberg, 1988).

Fishermen trying to enter the fishery, which have to buy

quotas from those already in the fishery, will compete with

each other for the available ITQs. This situation will cause

an increase in the price of the quotas. In other words, there

will be a market allocation of the quotas until "it reflected

the market value of future rents" (Tietenberg, 1988).

While some management options such as increasing costs

raise the total cost of fishing to reduce the capture, the ITQ

system encourages the reduction of fishing costs and limits

the catch as well (Tietenberg, 1988).
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IV. International tuna management regulations. 

The requirement of regulations for the management of the

tuna fishery, and the conservation of tuna in the Pacific and

Atlantic Oceans is indispensable (Joseph, 1979). Consequently,

there have been efforts to reach international agreements

among the nations involved in the tuna fishery. In the

following section the typical problems that come together with

the attempts to regulate the tuna fishery in the EPO are

presented.

IV.1. Management under the IATTC. 

From 1950 to 1979 the IATTC worked under a quota system,

for countries not boats, to manage the tuna fishery in the

EPO. In fact this quota system was the first management option

applied on the tuna fishery in the EPO. The IATTC staff

proposed to the nations members the maximum amount of fish

that could be harvested and after some negotiations among the

countries members the quota was approved. However, there were

some disagreements regarding this kind of management among the

members of the IATTC (IATTC, 1970-85; Kings, 1979).

In 1977 some nations, such as Mexico and Costa Rica,

withdrew from the IATTC since the regulations of this agency

contradicted the EEZ concept. With the withdrawal of these

members from the tuna Commission, the IATTC lost

representativity. According to King (1979), most of the

management conflicts inside the IATTC were originated by
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disagreements in the allocation of fishing rights among the

fishing nations and the preferential rights demanded by

coastal nations. In fact, the majority of the fishing

agreements achieved within the IATTC were expected to solve

economic conflicts which were not related to preserving the

tuna resource. In a sense, the restriction of the catch per

country of tuna from an area proposed by the IATTC constituted

a management of the fishery "in a most limited sense" (King,

1979). The IATTC staff have been criticized because the quota

system proposed by them contributed to the overcapitalization

and economic inefficiency of the EPO tuna fishery. The quota

system proposed by the IATTC could work; however, the IATTC

could not solve the international conflicts because there were

several economic differences among the nations involved in

this fishery. In fact, it was not possible to propose economic

regulations that would please everybody (King, 1979).

IV.2. United Nations Conference on the Law

of the Sea III. 

In the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

III (UNCLOS III) it was concluded in article 63 that the

nations must cooperate through international channels if the

fisheries of migratory species are to be adequately managed

(Joseph, 1981). However, in this conference Mexican and U.S.

conceptions of tuna fishery management differed completely.

"Mexico is offended by what is perceived as a selective
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approach to UNCLOS III issues by the United States; and the

United States is disappointed by Mexico's reluctance to manage

tuna on a regional and multinational basis" (Miller & Broches,

as cited by O'Malley, 1986).

UNCLOS III did not define the concept "highly migratory

species". The Convention only provided a list of species that

were classified as highly migratory (Appendix I). Article 64

from UNCLOS III, which deals with highly migratory species,

states that the coastal and fishing nations that harvest

highly migratory species will cooperate (directly or under an

international agency rules) to conserve the resources inside

and outside the EEZs. Article 64 also states that the fishing

nations should work together with the objective to reach the

optimum use of the highly migratory resources (Medina, 1988).

After the UNCLOS III, the U.S. government undertook some

action regarding the tuna controversy. The 98th Congress

approved the H.R. 5051 which would adjust the Fishermen's

Protective Act (FPA) in some points related to tuna conflicts.

One important point of the H.R. 5051 is that "it would replace

references to territorial waters and high seas with the term

claims to jurisdiction," also it would extend a reimbursement

for seizures "from a basis of claims of jurisdiction not

recognized by the United States, but which are exercised in a

manner inconsistent with international law as the U.S. views

it" (O'Malley, 1986).

Thus, the U.S. tuna policy does not address access by
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harvesters nor the conservation of the species. Also, it looks

like the American Legislature encouraged the American tuna

industry to harvest in the Exclusive Economic Zone of other

countries (O'Malley, 1986).

IV.3. The San Jose Convention. 

From 1977 to 1982 delegations of Costa Rica, the U. S.

and Mexico had 15 meetings with the goal to reach an agreement

to manage the tuna resource in the EPO. This agreement had the

intention to establish an organization that would replace the

IATTC. However, no agreement was reached since the U. S.

delegation demanded preferential rights to harvest tuna and

tried to impose limited catch quotas on Costa Rica and Mexico

inside their Exclusive Economic Zones (Rosado, 1990).

In october, 1981, the United States proposed to Mexico an

interim agreement to allow the American tuna fleet to harvest

in the Mexican EEZ. The Mexican government did not accept the

American proposal since it contradicted the regulations

implied in the EEZ concept. In addition the Mexican government

considered that this agreement did not contemplate

conservation measurements of the resource (Rosado, 1990).

The same agreement was suggested to Costa Rica and in

1983 the San Jose Convention was signed. This interim

agreement attempted to regulate the licensing of the tuna

fleet in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. Guatemala, Honduras and

Panama joined the San Jose Convention as well. The San Jose
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convention has the goal

"to establish a new regional regime... of guaranteed
allocations... based upon, inter alia, the criterion
of resource concentration of tuna, the effective
measurement of which shall be determined by future
agreement among all participants in the fishery of
the CYRA" (O'Malley, 1986).

Mexico has been invited to join the San Jose Convention.

However, Mexico has refused to sign this agreement. The

special U.S. fisheries Ambassador said, in 1986, that "in

order to be effective, tuna conservation measures in the

Eastern Pacific must apply to the Mexican EEZ and the Mexican

tuna fleet," as well as Ecuador, and Peru (O'Malley, 1986). To

date the San Jose Convention has not been carried into effect

(Rosado, 1990).

IV.4. Latin American Organization for Fisheries 

Development (OLDEPESCA). 

In 1983, after the attempt to implement the San Jose

Convention, the Mexican government proposed to the Latin

American coastal countries of the EPO the formation of a

regional organization which might "consolidate the coastal

states of the region in an uniform management objective with

respect to tunas" (O'Malley, 1986, Rosado 1990). This

management objective includes the optimum yield and

conservation of the tuna resource as well. At that time Mexico

initiated action through the Sistema Economico de America

Latina (SELA or Latin American Economic System) for the

formation of such regional organization (O'Malley, 1986;
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Rosado, 1990). Consequently, in 1984, Costa Rica, Ecuador,

Panama, Peru and Mexico consolidated the formation of the

Organizacion Latinoamericana de Desarrollo Pesquero (OLDEPESCA

or Latin American Organization for Fisheries Development).

This organization works with cooperative fishery efforts in

the area of Latin America. During meetings of OLDEPESCA in

1984, under the leadership of Mexico, a series of principles

were formulated. The most important principle is that "the

Convention should recognize coastal states sovereignty over

all fishery resources, including highly migratory species, to

allow the coastal countries to obtain the priority benefit"

(O'Malley, 1986). Also, in 1984 the OLDEPESCA members approved

the initiative for the formation of the Organizacion Atunera

del Pacifico Oriental (OAPO or Tuna Organization of the

Eastern Pacific) (Rosado, 1990; Luna, 1990).

In that year, the Grupo de Trabajo de Coordinacion

Regional para el Aprovechamiento del Recurso Atun (or Workshop

of the Regional Coordination for the Utilization of the Tuna

Resource) proposed and approved the basic principles that

regulate the OAPO. The principles are the following:

1. The coastal nations have sovereign rights on all the

fishery resources which occur in their EEZs, including the

highly migratory species.

2. The conservation, protection and optimum utilization

of the tuna resource are the basic objectives of the OAPO.

3. The coastal nations agree that optimum utilization means
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the rational exploitation of the resources to obtain the

Maximum-Sustainable-Yield.

4. Since tuna migrates throughout the EPO the management

must be based in a multinational consensus to avoid conflicts

among the coastal nations.

5. To preserve the resource the OAPO must obtain and

exchange scientific information among the nations members,

which might help this Organization to reach its objectives.

6. The area of regulation is the area where tuna migrate.

The policies will be applied inside the EEZ of the nation

members and in the adjacent waters of these EEZs.

7. The species under high fishing pressure are to be

regulated in a scientific basis using the best data available.

8. The countries members of the OAPO are the coastal

nations in the EPO and the nations that have been harvesting

the resource in this area. The OAPO might approve the entrance

of other countries only if the admission of those countries

does not create an excess of fishing vessels harvesting the

tuna resource.

9. If a nation member has a surplus of tuna inside its

EEZ, this nation has the right to provide permits or licenses

to the OAPO members to harvest this surplus.

10. The coastal nations with tuna surplus must

communicate to the OAPO the availability of fish in their

EEZs. The OAPO will extend the fishing permits or licenses for

the exploitation of the resource in international waters.
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11. Based in the best data available the OAPO will
propose a global catch quota for tuna in the EPO. This global

catch includes the catch quota for each nation member in its

EEZ, which depends on the abundance of the resource in its

national waters.

12. Each member nation must provide to the OAPO data of

tuna catches inside and outside their EEZs.

13. The OAPO has to include into the principles a strict

control of the tuna fishery. This control includes sanctions,

fines, etc.

14. The OAPO will promote the development of the tuna

industry in those nations in disadvantage due to their lower

fishing capacity (Rosado, 1990; Luna, 1990).

In addition, the following species were considered to be

under the regulation of the OAPO: Yellowfin Tuna (Thunnus 

albacares), Skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), Northern Bluefin

Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Southern Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus 

maccoyii), Albacore (Thunnus sislunga), and Patudo (Thunnus 

obesus) (Rosado, 1990; Benavides, 1990).

After 1984 the countries members have a meeting to

consolidate the OAPO. The participant countries were

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala,

Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela.

International agencies such as the Food and Agriculture

Organization (F.A.0) were invited. In this meeting programs of

research, plans of development of the fisheries, and
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technological cooperation were treated (Panorama Atunero,

1987a; Benavides, 1990). In August 14, 1987, OLDEPESCA working

in cooperation with the Comision Permanente del Pacifico Sur

(CPPS or Permanent Commission of the Southern Pacific)

approved the project for the formation of the Organizacion

Atunera del Pacifico Oriental (OAPO or Tuna Organization of

the Eastern Pacific). The main objectives of this organization

are to harvest the tuna resource towards the maximum

sustainable yield, the preservation of the tuna resource, and

the development of the tuna fisheries in the countries

adjacent to the resource. Also, actions considering the

financial aid for the fishery activity in Latin America were

analyzed (Panorama Atunero, 1987b; Rosado, 1990; Luna, 1990).

The 21st of July of 1989, during the VI meeting of

OLDEPESCA, the project for the OAPO was passed by the

directive council of the organization. The signatary countries

were Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico, Nicaragua and Peru. The

nations that assisted to this meeting were Bolivia, Cuba, El

Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru and

Venezuela. During the assemblies of OLDEPESCA the following

international agencies provided their advice to manage tunas

in the EPO: the Organizacion Intergubernamental para las

Migraciones (OIM or Inter-government Organization for the

Migrations), the Sistema Economico Latinoamericano (SELA or

Latin American Economic System), the Secretaria de Integracion

Economica de Centroamerica (SIECA or Secretary of Economic
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Integration for Central America), the Organization for

Industrial Development of the United Nations, the government

of Norway, the European Economic Community, the Andine

Corporation of Foment and the Food and Agriculture

Organization (F.A.O.) (Rosado, 1990).

In summary, the OAPO contemplates the interests of the

coastal nations where tuna migrate. In addition, this

organization integrates the interests of the Latin American

nations that have had a relevant role in the capture of the

tuna resource in the EPO (Rosado, 1990).

The United States does not agree with the OAPO for the

following reasons: First, the OAPO does not assure a catch

quota for the American fleet. Second, this organization

recognizes the sovereignty rights of the coastal nations on

tuna and it contradicts the FCMA. Third, the OAPO establishes

that the U.S., or any other nations without tuna resource in

its EEZ, can not be a signatary nation, but an observer.

Fourth, the system to allocate permits to catch tuna is

complex (Rosado, 1990). Given these conditions it seems

difficult that the United States will recognize an

organization, such as the OAPO, for the management of the tuna

resource in the EPO. In the meantime the Latin American

countries might continue working within the OLDEPESCA with the

aim to manage the fisheries for their benefit.
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V. Biolo•y of tunas. 

The management of the yellowfin tuna fishery depends in

part upon our knowledge of the migration patterns and the

. population characteristics of this species. If there is

evidence that a part of the tuna fish population migrates

mainly in the Mexican EEZ, the Mexican government might base

its claim of sovereign rights for tuna on this evidence.

Having these sovereign rights on the tuna resource the Mexican

government might try to implement a Management plan to

administer this resource occurring in the Mexican EEZ. To

provide some evidence about the migration patterns of tunas,

I will discuss in this chapter pertinent Inter-American

Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) data with particular emphasis

on the population of yellowfin in the Eastern Pacific Ocean

since the Mexican EEZ is located inside this area (Figure 14).

V.1. Characteristics of Yellowfin Tuna. 

V.1.1. Population structure of yellowfin tuna in the 

eastern Pacific Ocean. 

We have chosen to use the following definitions used by

Suzuki et. al. (1978): "yellowfin Pacific population" is

defined as all of these tuna in the Pacific Ocean;

"subpopulation" means a subset of the population that is a

self-sustaining genetic unit; "population structure" implies

the existence of subpopulations; "stock" means the exploitable

subset of the subpopulation existing in a particular area and
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Figure 14. Approximate boundaries of areas extending 200 miles
from shores of coastal nations in the eastern Pacific. Boundaries
were determined by the IATTC staff following procedures
described in the 1958 United Nations Convention on the
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone (From IATTC, 1980).
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having some uniqueness relative to exploitation." According to

Schaefer (1989), the definition "group of fish" is used to

avoid the "technicality of whether there is a genetic

component to the differences observed."

The eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) is defined as the area

between 30°N and 40°S and east of 140°W (Bayliff, 1975). I will

use the term "central Pacific Ocean" to distinguish the area

between 140°W to 170°W and between 30°S and 40°S. The term

"western Pacific Ocean" defines the area to the west of 170°W

and between 30°S and 40°N. The Commission Yellowfin Regulatory

Area (CYRA) is the area totally within the EPO (Figure 2).

Yellowfin tuna include the Atlantic and Pacific

populations (Nakamura, 1969). Population studies were

conducted by many scientists between 1960 and 1989. The most

extensive work has been published by the IATTC staff. The data

were obtained from the Japanese long-line fishery in the

western and central Pacific Ocean and from the multi-nation

purse-seine fishery in the eastern Pacific. Data included

morphometrics, migration patterns, gonad maturity and

distribution of larvae in the Pacific Ocean (Suzuki et.al.,

1978; Broadhead 1959, Schaefer et.al., 1961; Schaefer 1989).

Suzuki et. al., (1978) found, from data obtained along

the equatorial zone, the presence of three spawning areas in

the Pacific Ocean: the western, central and eastern Pacific

spawning areas. Data from tag returns of yellowfin tuna

revealed also that there is a separation of the population of
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yellowfin tuna in the Pacific Ocean into subpopulations (Fink

and Bayliff, 1970). In addition, data from tag returns

supported the presence of three spawning areas for yellowfin

in the Pacific Ocean (Suzuki et.al., 1978). Suzuki et.al.

concluded that Pacific yellowfin is comprised of three "semi-

independent" subpopulations: the western, central and eastern

Pacific Ocean subpopulations. The three subpopulations do not

show a clear-cut discontinuity and the "abundance and location

of the subpopulations is still unclear" (Suzuki et.al., 1978).

According to Suzuki et.al., (1978), the hypotheses of a semi-

independent subpopulations of yellowfin tuna in the EPO is "a

reasonable assumption" (Suzuki et.al., 1978). The Mexican tuna

fleet is therefore harvesting a stock of the eastern Pacific

subpopulation.

Suzuki et.al., (1978) also suggested a possible north-

south separation of the eastern Pacific Ocean subpopulation.

Consequently, further studies were made by the IATTC to

examine this hypothesis.

V.1.1.1. Evidence from morphometric studies. 

The first morphometric studies made on yellowfin tuna

were done by Broadhead in 1959. From 1955 to 1957, he took 11

samples ranging from 45 to 127 fish per sample. For each fish

he measured the total length, head length, and second dorsal,

anal and pectoral fin lengths. The samples were obtained from

catches near shore to the west coast of the Baja California
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peninsula, the southern coast of Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama

and northern Peru. He concluded that the subpopulation in the

EPO was not comprised of subunits. Furthermore, based on catch

and tag data .he concluded that enough mixing was present in

the subpopulation of the EPO to prevent genetic isolation. His

study also confirmed the presence of the three subpopulations

for the Pacific yellowfin population (Broadhead, 1959).

Schaefer's (1989) analysis of morphometric

characteristics of yellowfin tuna from the EPO presented new

evidence. He used data collected between 1974 and 1975 by the

IATTC. 2,701 yellowfin tuna were sampled from off the Baja

California peninsula, the Revillagigedo Islands area, the

southern coast of Mexico, between 15°N and 5°N and 105°-115°W,

offshore Costa Rica and Panama, inshore Colombia, and

inshore/offshore Ecuador and Peru. Measurements made on the

fish were: 1) total length, 2) head length, 3) snout to

insertion of first dorsal, 4) snout to insertion of second

dorsal fin, 5) snout to insertion of anal fin, 6) insertion of

first dorsal fin to insertion of second dorsal fin, 7)

insertion of first dorsal fin to insertion of anal fin, and 8)

insertion of second dorsal fin to insertion of anal fin.

The results confirmed the presence of two groups of fish

inside the EPO. Statistical analyses demonstrated that the

dimensions of the characteristics 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 above were

significantly smaller for fish from the northern region of the

EPO than for fish from the southern region (Schaefer, 1989).
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The fish from the northern region occupy the area between 15°N

to 30°N, and the fish for the southern region occupy the area

between 15°N to 30°S (Schaefer, 1989). Data from this study

show some intermingling between the two groups (Schaefer,

1989).

The morphometric differences between them also suggest

dissimilarities between the life histories of the two groups

of fish (Schaefer, 1989). In fact, studies made by the IATTC

show that there are differences in growth rates and

reproductive characteristics between the northern and southern

groups of yellowfin from the EPO (Bayliff, 1988; Orange, 1961:

as cited by Schaefer, 1989). For the purposes of this paper,

and based on the information presented by the IATTC, I will

consider valid the hypothesis that proposes the presence of

two groups of yellowfin tuna inside the EPO.

V.1.1.2. Evidence from tag recoveries. 

Tagging results can show the distance, directions, and

the migration patterns and contribute to conclusions about the

existence of separate units on subpopulations. Analysis of the

tagging data can confirm or refute the presence of two groups

within the eastern Pacific subpopulation.

The IATTC tagged yellowfin tuna inside the EPO from 1952

to 1964 in the CYRA (Figure 2). By the end of 1964 a total of

59,547 yellowfin tuna were released, and 8,397 were recovered.

Recoveries through 1964 originated from fish tagged by the
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IAATC between 1955 and 1958, from fish tagged by the

California Department of Fish and Game between 1952 and 1959,

and from fish tagged by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries in 1960 (Fink, 1965; Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

Staff from the IATTC concluded that yellowfin tuna from

the EPO do not migrate, in large numbers at least, outside the

eastern Pacific Ocean (Schaefer et al., 1961; Fink and Bayliff

1970; Bayliff, 1973). Although after 1959, a few recoveries of

yellowfin tuna were made outside the EPO (Schaefer et. al.,

1961). High fishing effort was applied in the central and

western Pacific Ocean by some efficient tuna fleets such as

the Japanese fleet. However, low recoveries of fish tagged in

the EPO were made by this longline fishery which was expanding

from the western to the easter Pacific Ocean from 1948 to

1964. During this period the Japanese longline fishery

harvested in the area between 40°N to 40°S and between 140°E to

80°W (Figure 15) (Suzuki et. al., 1978).

V.1.1.2.1. Comments on the tagging method. 

There are some problems with the tagging and recovery of

tunas made by the IATTC. Tagging and recovery in the Western

and Central Pacific might be influenced by the following

factors: 1) Fish are often released in poor condition. Most

fish captured for tagging were caught by baitboats and a small

number were caught by purse-seiners, though these fish were

often released in poor condition because the abrasion of the
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Figure ! _`.7 C,: eoaraphicai expansion of the Japanese longline fishery
solid curves) and the surface fishery in the eastern

f c (dotted curves). Numerals denote calendar ,,rear
(Susuki et. 3 1. I978).
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net (Fink and Bayliff, 1970). There is the likelihood that few

tuna could survive and reach the larger sizes taken on

longline gear, 2) fishermen and canneries workers may not

return the tags to the IATTC (or any agency tagging fish) In

fact, a cause for low recovery is the nonobservation of tags

during processing of tuna. 3) There may be a high mortality

rate among tagged fish, thereby decreasing the potential

number of recoveries. (Blunt and Messersmith, 1960; as cited

by Schaefer et.al., 1961). These three factors might influence

study conclusions. While these three factors are part of the

limitations of the methods we have to use the data available.

Fink and Bayliff (1970) mentioned several points

regarding tagging. They explain some of the limitations of the

tagging program. They point out that insufficient numbers of

tagged fish were released and recovered. "Ideally, adequate

numbers of fish of all sizes available should be released in

each area during each month of several years, and adequate

numbers of these should be returned in each month until most

of the fish have died." According to Fink and Bayliff (1970)

the number of releases were not adequate in most of the area-

time strata.

In spite of limitations, it is necessary to work with the

best data available such as that obtained through sampling by

the IATTC and other agencies. Although it may be desirable, it

is very difficult to tag yellowfin tuna of large sizes. Even

if large fish are caught they cannot be tagged because it is
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difficult to handle them. If the fish cannot be tagged in the

ideal manner, we have to work with the data available keeping

in mind the limitations of the data. Alternatively, a better

tagging experiment must be performed. Yellowfin cannot be

tagged continuously throughout the year because of adverse

environmental conditions. In fact, the oceanographic

conditions in the EPO allow tagging experiments to occur about

6 to 7 months per year.

According to Fink and Bayliff (1970), due to difficult

fishing conditions, little or no fishing is conducted in some

areas where fish occur, and the presence of tagged fish in

these areas is unlikely to be detected. Indeed, this is

another limitation of the overall tagging program which will

influence recovery rates, but which cannot be avoided. It is

impossible to harvest all the area-time strata where yellowfin

tuna occur.

Also, the recapture of tagged fish is directly related to

fishing effort. Every analysis of tag recoveries must take

this limitation into account.

Fink and Bayliff (1970) suggest that there is a lack of

information on the early life history of yellowfin tuna. The

IATTC has some information on the time and areas of spawning,

but it would be beneficial to conduct a more complete study to

obtain more information about the early stages of the fish.

Finally, Fink and Bayliff (1970) point out that many tags

recovered were not returned to the IATTC. They suggest that
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this is another limitation of the method. Blunt and

Messersmith (cited in Schaefer et. al. 1960) also viewed this

as a methodological problem. They stated that "tagging

mortality and nonobservation of tags during normal handling

and processing of tunas have, without doubt, materially

affected the recovery rates." This problem is one that occurs

in all tagging experiments and cannot be avoided. It must

therefore be kept in mind whenever a tagging experiment is

carried out.

V.1.1.2.2. IATTC data of migrations of yellowfin in the

eastern Pacific Ocean. 

When the yellowfin tuna fishery was expanding offshore

during the 60's the IATTC performed tagging experiments.

Bayliff and Rothschild (1974) analyzed the tag experiments

done inshore and offshore the southern coast of Mexico in the

years 1960 and 1969. The recapture of fish released depends on

the fishing effort applied in the areas where the fish travel,

including the areas of release (Fink and Bayliff, 1970). They

concluded that the movements of yellowfin recorded in 1960

were strongly influenced by the distribution of the fishing

effort in the area (Fink and Bayliff, 1970). However,

generally low fishing effort has been applied along the

southern coast of Mexico. The weather in this area is poor and

the abundance of fish is not high (Bayliff and Rothschild,

1974). During 1969, the fishing effort was more widely applied
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due to the expansion of the Pacific tuna fleet and the

movements of fish seemed less influenced (Fink and Bayliff,

1970). The recoveries made in 1969 by the IATTC demonstrated

that the migration of the fish in 1960 probably covered a

wider range than the data show. In 1960 the area of harvest

was smaller than the area of harvest in 1969 and the effort

applied in 1960 was lower as well (Bayliff and Rothschild,

1974). Bayliff and Rothschild (1974) made a study of the

relationship between the movement of yellowfin tuna and their

body length. They concluded that small fish migrated to the

northwest probably to a nursery area. On the other hand,

medium and large fish migrated to the southeast (Bayliff and

Rothschild, 1974).

Tagging was conducted by the IATTC from 1968 to 1974 off

Central America, inshore and offshore Mexico, off Cape

Corrientes and outside the CYRA. Of the 32,606 yellowfin

released 1,595 of them were recaptured (Table I). Small fish

were caught in greatest numbers near the coast. It was

suggested that the inshore area is a nursery and as the fish

grow older they tend to move offshore. On the other hand, low

numbers of small fish offshore could be due to their lower

vulnerability to the fishery (Bayliff, 1979). He found that

there is an inshore-offshore migration pattern of yellowfin

within the EPO. To test the movements of fish inshore-offshore

inside the EPO Bayliff (1979) used a method that divided part

of the EPO into areas B1 to B6 (Figure 16). His analysis show



Table I. Tagged fish release and return data used for studies of the migrations of
vellowfin tuna in the eastern Pacific Ocean (From Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

Fable 1. Tagged fish release and return data used for studies of the migrations of
yellowfin in the eastern Pacific Ocean (From Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

Cruise	 Date of	 Vessel	 Vessel type	 Region
release

Cruccro	 Fecha dc	 Banco	 Tipo de barco	 Elccitin
liberacibn

1051	 Jun.12-27. 1968	 Pacific Queen	 purse seiner	 off Central America
ccrqucro	 frente a America

Central

1055	 Oet.25•14ov. 19. 1969	 Connie Jean	 chartered	 inshore and off-
purse seiner	 shore off Mexico
ccrqucro	 en la costa y mar
flaado	 aluera (fence a

Mexico

1056	 Fcb.9 22. 1970	 Invader	 baitboat	 off Cepo Corrientes
barco dc	 frente a Cabo
carnada	 Corrientes

1057	 Aug.1•18, 1970	 Anne M.	 chartcrcd	 outside CY itA
purse seiner

ccrqucro	 lucra dcl ARCAA
['clad°

1058	 Sep.13-Oct.22, 1970	 Anne M.	 chartcrcd	 outside CYRA
purse scincr
ccrqucro	 Nero del AllCAA
fictado

1058	 Scp.28.Nov.9. 1940	 Anne M.	 chartered	 offshore off Mexico
purse scincr

ccrqucro	 mar afucra trcotc a
fletado	 Ataxic°

1059	 Oct.30-Nov.30, 1970	 Marietta	 chartered	 offshore off Mexico
purse scincr
ccrqucro	 mar afuera frcnte
fletado	 a Mexico

Number
released

Cantidad
liberada

Number
returned

Cantidad
devuelta

540 18

8.520 691

776 129

870 49

395 8

796 36

2.053 48
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Cruise

Cruccro

Date of
release

Fccho do
llberaclen

Vessel

Barco

Vessel type

Tipo de barco

1062 Apr.24 May 29, 1971 Pacific Tradewinds purse seiner
curquero

1063 Jun.10•23,	 1971 J.M. Martinac chartered
purse seiner
ccrquero
fletedo

1066 Nov.7-23.	 1971 Marco Polo chartered
purse seiner
cerquero
fletado

1068 Jul.28•Auc.6, 1972 Mary Antoinette chartered
purse seiner
cerqucro
(laced°

1071 Oct.12-Nov.13. 1973 Marietta chartered
purse seiner
cerquoro
fictado

1072 Apr.16.May 15, 1974 Marco Polo chartered
purse seincr
ccrquero
fletado

1073 Oct.14•Nov.8	 1974 Marco Polo chartered
purse seiner
cerquero
(feted°

Region

Region

off Central America
fronts a America
Central

off Central Arnericu

hence a America
Central

offshore off hlexico

mar afucra (rent°
a Mexico

offshore off Mexico

mar afuera fronts
a Mexico

offshore off Mexico

mar ofuora frento
a Mexico

off Central America

frente a America
Central

offshore off Mexico

mar afuero (rent°
a Mexico

Number
released

Contldad
liberoda

Number
returned

Contldad
devuclta

550 5

1.790 93

2,968 105

3,599 32

1,079 16

3,664 138

5,006 226
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Tear liaise Area Dates Tag type	 Ns. el Vessels)	 Vessel type	 Teflowfia Stdaiadt Whentown Rel.	 Rat.	 Percent Rel.	 Ret	 Parrott Rel. Ret	 Nast
Me Guar° Area Ferias Tim de	 Ns. do Barce(s)	 Tim de banal 	 Aleta ansarea 8arriete Otos

Nara ourcadores	 Lib.	 Rot Portent* Lib.	 Ret. Percentaia Lib. Itet. Peratetaie

1959 25	 2 Feb. 27-Apr. 6 loop (0010 1 various	 purse miners	 413	 16	 3.9 2	 0	 0.0 0 - 	 -
4 Apr. 10 loop 1	 0	 0.0 0 0 -	 -

26	 7 Mar.	 14 . 15 loop	 2 Alpbecra	 baitboat	 5	 0	 0.0 0	 -	 - 0 - 	 -
10 Mar. 21-Apr. 16 loop 73	 3	 4.1 1.119	 8	 0.7 0 -	 -

27	 6 Apr. 1-22 loop	 4 Mary Jo	 chartered baitboat 6,329	 39	 0.6 5.994	 137	 2.3 0 -	 -
28	 3 May 21-22 loop	 2 mired Stater	 baitboat	 7	 0	 0.0 0	 -	 - 0 - 	 -

10 Jun. 3-9 loop 86	 8	 0.9 631	 4	 0.6 0 -	 -
29	 1 Aug. 8-Sep. 20 loop	 2 Carol Virginia	 baitboat	 179	 4	 2.2 1,084	 3	 0.3 0	 -
30	 1 Sep. 14-Oct. 21 loop	 2 Soma, Coast	 baitboat	 449	 47	 1.0 799	 11	 1.4 0	 -
31	 6 Oct_ 22-Nov. 4 loop	 2 Al Oen..	 baitboat	 38	 0	 0.0 53	 0	 0.0 1	 0	 0.0

Mile's/7 Oct. 30-Dec. 8 loop 377'	 15	 4.0 273'	 2	 0.7 37*	 0	 0.0
(biem)

Ecuador	 8 Jan. 6-Dec. 28 loop various	 baitboats	 56	 3	 5.4 1.727	 67	 3.9 0 -	 -
Peru	 8 Jun. 27-Dec. 12 loop Sari Splendor	 baitboat	 49	 1	 2.0 407	 6	 1.5 0 -9 Jun. 28-Dec. 14 loop Sm. Splendor	 baitbost	 737	 87	 11.8 1,680	 126	 3.4 0 - 	 -9 Feb. 6-Mar. 12 loop various	 purse settlers	 80	 13	 16.2 93	 5	 5.4 0 - 	 -10 Jun. 2-22 loop Sue Splendor	 baitboat	 0	 -	 - 541	 2	 0.4 0 -	 -
Total 8,879	 236	 27 16,403	 371	 2.3 38	 0	 0.0

1960 32	 4 Feb. 25-Mar. 9 dart (ffecha)1 learner Lyme,	 purse seines	 274	 9	 3.3 0	 - 0 -	 -
Determined

33	 2 Mar. 22 loop	 4 Julia B.	 chartered baitboat	 1	 1	 100.0 0	 -	 - 0 -	 -2 Mar, 22 dart 1	 0	 0.0 0	 -	 - o -	 -3 Apr. 17-19 loop 263	 15	 5.7 646	 22	 3.4 0 -	 -3 Apr. 17-19 dart 643	 63	 9.8 1,720	 81	 4.7 0 -	 -4 Mar. 26-Apr. 9 loop 518	 70	 13.5 0	 -	 - 0 -	 -4 M. 26-Apr. 9 dart 623	 120	 19.3 0	 -	
.

0 -	 -
34 .	 5 JuL 30-Aug. 9 dart	 2 Mary Barbara	 baitboat	 22	 0	 0.0 44	 0	 0.0 0 -	 -

6 Aug. 7 ' dart 13	 0	 0.0 0	 -	 - 0 -	 -
8 Aug. 15 dart 6	 1	 16.7 39	 3	 7.7 0 -	 -
9 Aug. 22-23 dart 10	 0	 0.0 77	 7	 9.1 0 -	 -

35	 I Aug. 10-Sep. 16 dart	 2 Westport	 baitboat	 392	 150	 38.3 471	 118	 25.1 -	 -
2 Mg. 30 dad 10	 1	 10.0 0	 -	 - -	 -
4 Aug. 24-27 dart 345	 32	 9.3 0	 -	 - -	 -

36	 4 Sep. 9-10 dart	 1 Santa Helena	 purse seiner	 18	 0	 0.0 0	 -	 - -	 -
S Sep. 12-29 dad 484	 15	 3.1 2	 0	 0.0 -	 -

Ecuador 8 Jan. 17-Dec. 6 loop various	 baitboats	 91	 4	 4.4 1.497	 37	 25 -	 -
9 Feb. 5-Dec. 14 loop various	 baitboats	 23	 1	 4.3 376	 1	 0.3 -	 -

Peru	 8 Apr. 10-Jul. 27 loop Sun Splendor	 baitboat	 114	 5	 4.4 518	 24	 4.6 -	 -
9 May 10-Aug. 26 loop Salmi Splendor	 baitboat	 155	 25	 13.7 1.263	 166	 13.1 -	 -
9 Sep. 18-Oct. 14 dart Sun Splendor	 baitboat	 48	 4	 8.3 773	 33	 4.3 -	 -
9 Feb. 1-Aug. 26 loop various	 purse minus	 239	 23	 9.6 97	 1	 1.0 -	 -

10 May 1.4 loop Son Splendor	 baitboat	 0	 -	 - 620	 0	 0.0 -	 -
11 Mar. 22-30 loop Sun Splendor	 blithest	 2	 0	 0.0 510	 0	 0.0 -	 -

Total 4295	 539	 125 8.653	 493	 5.7 -	 -
1961 37	 8 Apr. 19 dart	 2 Mary Barbara	 baitboat	 13	 0	 0.0 70	 4	 5.7 0 -	 -

II Mar. 28-Ara. 10 dart 0	 -	 - 1284	 3	 0.2 0 -	 -
38	 6 Apr. 7-May 2 dart	 5 Barbara K.	 chartered baitboat 7,346" 655	 8.9 3.521"	 105	 3.0 0" -	 -
39	 5 Sep. 10-Oct. 14 dart	 2 San Juan	 baitboat	 104	 10	 9.6 193	 7	 3.6 0 -	 -

6 Sep. 9-Oct. 7 dart 276	 30	 10.9 43	 3	 7.0 0 -	 -
7 Aug. 22-Sep. 3 dart 156	 6	 3.8 52	 0	 0.0 0 -	 -
8 Sep. 29 dart 18	 7	 38.9 7	 1	 14.3 0 -	 -

40	 1 Sep. 13-Oct. 5 dart	 1 Golden Glow	 baitboat	 99	 20	 20.2 627	 31	 4.9 0 -	 -
Ecuador 8 Jan. 5-18 loop various 	 baitboats	 6	 0	 0.0 227	 1	 0.4 0 -	 -

8 Apr. 12-Aug. 27 dart various	 baitboats	 59	 13	 22.0 2,172	 152	 7.0 0 -	 -
9 Aug. 21-23 dart various	 baitboats	 0	 -	 - 429	 6	 1.4 0 -	 -

Peru	 9 Feb. 13-27 loop various	 purse miners	 49	 1	 2.0 86	 0	 0.0 0 -	 -
9 Jun. 22-Dec. 17 dart various	 baitboats	 2,648	 1,020	 37.7 2.186	 466	 21.3 0 -	 -
9 Sep. 14-15 dart various	 purse stirrers	 0	 -	 - 45	 0	 0.0 a -	 -

10 Jun.	 17-Jul. 4 dart Flerok	 baitboat	 7	 0	 0.0 411	 17	 4.1 . 0	 -	 -
Total 10.781	 1.762	 16.3 11353	 796	 7.0 0 -	 -
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Figure lb. Areas used for studies of the onshore-offshore migration of yeliowfin tuna
(From Bayliff, 1979).
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that yellowfin tuna made inshore-offshore migrations. Fish

released in Areas B1 to B3 moved mainly among these areas.

However, some fish moved to the Areas B7 and B5 as well. In

addition, fish released in Areas B3 and B2 tended to move

inshore. Fish released in the Area B4 moved mainly toward the

coast though some fish moved offshore (as in Area B5). Low

fishing effort was applied in Areas B5 and B6 during 1969 and

1971 and this caused a low recovery rate of tuna from these

areas. Fish released in Area B7 were recovered mainly in the

area of release, and some fish moved inshore towards the Area

B5 (Figure I, Appendix B).

Bayliff (1979) concludes that yellowfin tuna migrate

mainly to the coast inshore direction from the area of

release. Movements east to West and West to East might be

elucidated better with more tagging and fishing throughout the

year in the EPO (Bayliff, 1979).

Analogous studies were made to analyze the East-West and

North-South migrations of yellowfin. One part of the EPO was

divided into 9 areas for the East-West movements study (Figure

17), and the same part of the EPO was divided into 5 areas for

the North-South migrations study (Figure 18). Data indicate

that fish made East-West and North-South migrations, and the

predominant direction of movement was dependent upon the area

of release (Figures II and III, Appendix B) (Bayliff, 1979).

Tagging recoveries made by the IATTC revealed that

yellowfin tuna of the southern region made long-distance
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Figure 17. Areas used for studies of the east-west migration of yellowfin
tuna (From Bayliff, 1979).
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Figure 18. Areas used for studies of the nothr-south migration of yellowfin
tuna (From Bayliff, 1979).
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movements (that is more than 300 nautical miles) along the

coast of the Americas. In the EPO data show that the main net

movements of fish are along the coast in northwest and

southeast directions (Figure 19) (Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

V.1.1.2.3. The yellowfin Pacific Ocean subpopulation. 

Taking into consideration the existence of two groups of

yellowfin inside the Pacific Ocean subpopulation, we might

infer that each group will have specific migration patterns.

A hypothesis that two groups of fish exist inside the EPO

is supported by the recoveries of tagged yellowfin. Even if

they are able to travel long distances inside the EPO, the

recoveries indicate that the majority of the fish moved to

specific areas (Schaefer et. al. 1961). The banks off the Baja

California Peninsula (North of 20°N and west of 110°W)

consistently yield high recovery rates of fish released in

this same area, while other areas like the Central America

area yield consistently low recovery rates of fish from Area

1 (Schaefer et al. 1961; Fink and bayliff, 1970) (Table II)

(Table 1, Appendix C). Data suggest that yellowfin tuna form

a distinctive

pattern of migrations among the Areas 1, 2, and 3. Fish

released in Area 2 were recovered mainly in Areas 1, 2 and 3.

Also, fish released in Area 3 were returned mainly from Areas

1, 2 and 3. A few fish released in Areas 4, 5 and 9 were

recovered in Areas 1, 2, and 3 as well (Table II).
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Figure 19. Net movements of yellowfin tuna that traveled more than 300
nautical miles, a) April and b) December. Each arrow represents a
single tagged fish which was returned (From Fink and Bayliff, 1970).



Total

Unknown

37	 5127
1	 77
3	 103
5	 242
1	 38
8	 844

30
3	 44
19	 1757

82	 8397

Table II Returns in all years, by area, of tagged yellowfin released in 1952-1964,
in rectangles same area of release and recapture.
(From Fink and Bayliff, 1970)

Area of recapture
Area of
release	 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11

1	 5027 44 14	 3	 2
2	 27 44 5
3	 37 12 49 2
4	 1	 8 1 215 12
5	 1	 1	 2 4 24 5
6	 2	 36 294 318 3 75	 107

7	 1 24 1 4

8	 1	 2 29 9

9	 1	 2	 9	 1 165 1536 13 11
16 11310

11 1

Total	 5049	 111	 66	 265	 336	 334	 28	 270	 1672	 126	 13
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In addition, yellowfin tuna have a characteristic pattern

of movement inside Areas 4 trough 11. Fish released in these

areas were recovered mainly inside Areas 4 to 11. However,

there were some recoveries of these fish in the Areas 1 trough

3 (Bayliff, 1970).

Several features of net distances traveled by yellowfin

deserve special attention. Most recoveries were made between

50 and 100 miles of the tagging area even after up to 10

months (Schaefer et.al., 1961) (Table 1 in Appendix C, Figure

20). Most of them traveled an average of less than 200

nautical miles and tuna released in the northern areas

traveled between 50 and 200 nautical miles (Figure 21). A

small number traveled more than 200 miles, but most of these

movements were along shore. One fish released in the Galapagos

Islands was recovered after it traveled 450 nm. This movement

clearly represents the capacity of yellowfin tuna to travel

long distances, but such

movement are not typical of the subpopulation of the EPO. Tuna

fish from the northern region do not migrate so far into the

south and within 60 days of release tuna then may have been

restricted in their travel due to their short time at liberty

(Fink and Bayliff, 1970). Most of the fish were recaptured

mainly in the area of their release. Fish present a

characteristic pattern of dispersion inside. It is obvious to

suggest that tuna fish could not travel all the way down to

Peru and then get back to the area of release.
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Yellowfin from the southern areas also travel within a

specific region. For instance, most of the fish recaptured in

Area 9 (Gulf of Guayaquil) came from Area 6. A small part of

the recaptures came from Areas 7, 8 and 10 (Table II).

Yellowfin do not travel as far as the northern regions of 1,

2, 3 and 4 (Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

According to Schaefer (1989), the life history of

yellowfin in the northern and southern groups might be

different. Spawning times and areas can elucidate the life

history of these groups in the EPO. In the following part some

highlights are discussed.

The northern group is present in the Areas 1, 2, and the

northern region of the Area 3 (Figure 2). Orange (1961)

believed that young fish of this group originated in the

Revillagigedo Islands area. After his studies of spawning of

yellowfin in the EPO, this area was divided into 12 spawning

zones (Figure 22). Area II, of which the Revillagigedo Islands

is one of the principal spawning areas. Spawning occurs

throughout the year except December and January (Orange,

1961). Fink and Bayliff (1970) also concluded that young fish

for the northern group originated near the Revillagigedo

Islands. In the northern group, young fish are present

principally inshore and adult fish are present offshore. Small

fish migrate mainly to the north from the Revillagigedo

Islands to Cape San Lucas by the middle of the year (May-

June). It is suggested that a small portion of these fish move
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Figure 22. Areas of spawning of yellowfin tuna in the eastern
Pacific Ocean (From Orange, 1961).
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to the Gulf of California. From May through August the main

migration is along the west coast of the Baja California

peninsula to about 28°N. Direction of travel is slightly

dependent on variations in environmental conditions (Fink and

Bayliff, 1970).

Heavy exploitation is practiced in this area during the

season of migration towards the north This might cause a

higher capture of tagged fish before they travel a great

distance. From September to December older fish migrate to the

south along the west coast of the Baja California peninsula.

At about 23°N fish appear to disperse. Some move to Area 3 and

the remainder to Areas 2 and 4. Data from Cruise 1056 off Cape

Corrientes in 1970 show that fish move to Areas 2 and 4 and

probably remain there or travel in a southeast direction,

while the portion that travel to Area 3 might return the next

year to the west of the Baja California peninsula (Figure 23)

(Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

One of the spawning areas of the southern group goes from

the southern coast of Mexico (near the Tres Marias Islands) to

the southern edge of the Gulf of Tehuantepec (Areas 4 and 5 in

Figure 2). According to Orange (1961) there is spawning of

yellowfin tuna in Areas III to IV. He suggests that spawning

might occur in Area V as well. The Area III is the most

important for the southern group. There is spawning all year

with a seasonal maximum during the second and third quarters

of the year. Area VI appears to be a major spawning zone as



Figure 23. Migrations of yellowfin tuna of the northern
group (From From Fink and Bayliff, 1970).
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well (Figure 22) (Orange, 1961). The spawning in the areas 7,

8, 9 and 10 (Figure 2) is very low. Also, Orange (1961)

concluded that yellowfin tuna in the EPO spawn in both inshore

and offshore areas.

The southern group migrates to the northwest along the

EPO until they reach Area 4, but the majority do not migrate

beyond Area 4 (Figure 24) (Fink and Bayliff, 1970). Fish that

travel to the south migrate less (distance and time) than the

fish that travel to the northwest. For instance, fish released

in Area 6 did not migrate to Areas 10 or 11, except for one

that was recovered in Area 11, while yellowfin released in

Area 9 were recovered in Areas 5, 6, 7, and 8 (Fink and

Bayliff, 1970). Fink and Bayliff (1970) found that fish that

migrate to the south seem to grow slower than fish that

traveled to the north. According to Handford et. al. (1970) if

fish travel longer distances there is the likelihood that they

will grow more than other fish that travel less. However, to

date there are not any studies that show evidence that tuna

fish are more developed if they travel to the north.

In 1968, 1971 and 1974 fish tagged off Central America

were mainly recovered in the area of release and migrated

inshore and along the coast. Though some yellowfin traveled

limited distances to the west. One fish moved inshore in a

northern direction (Figure IV, Appendix B). Data show that

fish present a wide variety of migrations. Fish moved mainly

inshore to the north and east directions, and remained in the
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Figure 24. Migrations of yellowfin tuna of the southern
group (From From Fink and Bayliff, 1970).
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area of release as well. Yellowfin tuna fish also migrated to

the west. Recovery data from outside the CYRA revealed that

few yellowfin moved northeast and southeast, and one fish

traveled inshore the Mexican coast (near of Cape Corrientes).

A tagging experiment made in the boundary of the CYRA revealed

that fish remained in the area of release and moved to the

west and east of this area (Figure IV, Appendix B) (Fink and

Bayliff, 1970).

Staff of the IATTC suggested that there is intermingling

between the northern and southern groups, but at low rates.

The southern group is the main cause of this mixing because of

its migration patterns (Schaefer et. al., 1961; Fink and

Bayliff, 1970; Bayliff, 1979).

Tagged fish of the northern group released in Areas 1, 2,

and 3 do not migrate long distances to the south.

Consequently, the mixing of this group with the southern group

is not very high (Table II). Movement of the northern group

appears to be confined principally to Areas 1, 2, and 3. Few

fish from this group were recaptured in Areas 4 and 5 and no

fish from this group were recaptured south of these areas

(Fink and Bayliff, 1970). Some fish from the southern group

that were released in Areas 5, 6 and one released in Area 9

traveled to the north and mixed with fish in the northern

areas. In Areas 6 to 11 little or no spawning occurred.

Therefore, it is possible that adult fish of southern regions

migrate to Areas 4 and 5 to spawn. Fish from this group did
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not move into Areas 1, 2 and 3, except for one fish released

in Area 9 and recaptured in Area 1 (Fink and Bayliff, 1970).

The main zone of mixing between the southern and northern

groups seems to be located in Areas 4 and 5 although mixing

does not occur at high rates (Fink and Bayliff, 1970;

Schaefer, 1989).
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VI. Analysis of the management o ptions for

fisheries and their application to the 

Mexican tuna industry. 

Tuna fishery management as practiced by Mexico may

consider the common property characteristics of this resource

and the special management problems caused by migration

patterns. According to Tietenberg (1988), common property

resources "are those that are not exclusively controlled by a

single agent resource. Access to common property resources is

not restricted and therefore, the resources can be exploited

on a first-come, first-served basis." When a fishery is

managed as a common property resource it is vulnerable to

overharvest if the demand for the resource is high. In

addition, the rent may be dissipated (or lost) since no one

owns the resource (Tietenberg, 1988).

In addition to problems arising from the common property

nature of the fishery, the migration patterns of yellowfin

tuna in the eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) make it difficult to

implement national and international regulations for this

fishery (King, 1979). According to Joseph (1979) yellowfin

tuna migrate long distances, and their migration routes vary

significantly from year to year. Therefore, the implementation

of policies to regulate tuna is further complicated. The

UNCLOS III in its article 64 takes into account the migration

patterns of tuna fish. In this article, the regulation for

highly migratory species was introduced because some coastal
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nations presented arguments to protect the access of its fleet

to these resources. The UNCLOS III only recommends (in the

article 64) the cooperation, among the fishing nations, to

harvest and conserve highly migratory species. The UNCLOS III

does not define the term "highly migratory species." The

article 64 of the convention only includes a list of 30

species of fish, 5 families of fish, and 5 families of

cetacean (Appendix I).

Hilborn and Silbert (1980) suggest additional tuna

characteristics which further complicates tuna management.

They believe that long-distance movements of yellowfin and

skipjack are the exception rather than the rule. They believe

that for countries with large EEZ, such as Mexico, the stock

might be considered resident and that there is no need for

international management policies, and the coastal nations can

manage tuna under a national management basis.

Mexican tuna management must consider the presence of the

northern and the southern groups of yellowfin tuna in the

Mexican EEZ. Data from the IATTC (IATTC, 1970 to 1989) reveal

that the northern group of yellowfin tuna spawns and migrates

principally in the Mexican EEZ, and the southern group

partially spawns and spends a portion of its life in the

Mexican EEZ. Therefore, the Mexican government could claim

management and preferential rights over both groups and

establish a management regime on those tuna which would apply

while they are in the Mexican EEZ.
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According to Medina (1988), the northern group of

yellowfin tuna might be classified as resident of the Mexican

EEZ since it remains inside this EEZ. The southern group, on

the other hand, can be classified as a section of the EPO's

tuna population that migrates among two or more EEZs.

International management of tunas in the EPO might consider

the former classification to regulate this resource.

To date, the coastal nations that participate in the tuna

fishery are working to develop a plan to manage tuna on an

international basis. However, there are conflicts because some

coastal nations, such as Mexico, claim total jurisdiction over

the resources that occur in their EEZs, including tunas. This

is in conflict with the U.S. policy regarding tuna since the

U.S. government does not recognize individual nation ownership

of a highly migratory species. The U.S. government favors

international tuna resource management (Rosado, 1990; Joseph,

1979; Smith, 1990).

Some of the disagreements that can be developed among the

tuna's fishing nations are: 1) The allocation of the tuna

catch among the international tuna fleet. This represents a

problem since, to date, there is no agreement regarding the

maximum catch designated to the fishing nations, the use of

fishing licenses, and the use of quotas. Disagreements

regarding who will manage the tuna resource (the coastal

nation or an international organization) also are present.

2) The fishing capacity of the international tuna fleet.
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Management of the tuna resource in the EPO might be influenced

by the fishing capacity of the countries involved in this

fishery. If a coastal nation has enough fishing capacity to

harvest tunas, the economic goals and interests of this nation

can prevail and this could influence the nation's attitude

towards the administration of this resource.

The compilation of biological data on tunas and

oceanographic data on the EPO is difficult, and sometimes data

are not accurate. This might complicate the international

and/or national management for highly migratory species. For

instance, the calculation of the MSY level (or the MEY level)

for the tuna fishery is not accurate since there is not enough

scientific data to define the maximum sustainable yield for

these highly migratory species. It is important to know the

MSY (or the MEY) level of the tuna population to achieve its

optimum utilization to, therefore, properly manage the tuna

resource in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

Some coastal nations of the EPO are trying to implement,

based on the OLDEPESCA principles, national management

policies for tuna while they are inside their EEZs and

international policies while outside the EEZs. However, the

international policies might be difficult to implement because

the tuna migrate through several EEZs and outside the EEZs

(Benavides, 1990; Smith, 1990).

The UNCLOS III (section V) includes the regulation of the

fisheries in the EEZ. The regulations are based on the
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its EEZ. The Convention in its article 61, devoted to the

conservation of natural resources, states: "the coastal nation

will determine the maximum catch, called "optimum

utilization", of natural resources in its EEZ. The coastal

nations might determine this maximum catch based on the

scientific data available. The UNCLOS III also states that the

coastal nations should undertake all the actions necessary to

avoid the excess of exploitation of the resources" (Medina,

1988). The Convention, in a sense, gives to the coastal

nations the authority to define the amount of fish that could

be harvested in their EEZs.

The maximum catch level (MSY or MEY level) might be

determined by the population dynamics of the species, by the

"economic needs of the fishery communities, and by the needs

and interests of the coastal nations" (Medina, 1988). Also,

the maximum catch level is determined by the management goals

of the governments and the fishing industries. Therefore, the

coastal nations might manage its EEZ's resources applying its

own fisheries policies using the appropriate scientific,

social and economic data (Caminos, 1984; as cited by Medina,

1988). Mexico can, therefore, manage the tuna fishery in its

EEZ pursuing the MSY using the present infrastructure of the

Mexican tuna industry. Tuna management has to be based on the

Mexican government's interests on this resource.

The excess of tuna fish in the Mexican EEZ, which other

nations might be willing to harvest, can be determined by the
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Mexican government based on its particular interests as well.

To allocate the excess of fish from the tuna fishery in the

Mexican EEZ, the Mexican government might consider the

following points which are often used in international fishing

agreements: 1) reciprocity in the access to the resources in

the EEZs of the countries interested to share the tuna

resource, 2) access to the markets, 3) technological

cooperation focused on the research and evaluation of the.tuna

resource, 4) cooperation to develop and/or improvement of the

fishing capacity of the countries, 5) cooperation to manage

the tuna population inside and outside the EEZs (Medina,

1988).

Enriquez (1989) suggests that if the catch rates in the

EEZ of one country depends on the fishing activities outside

this zone there is a need for international management.

Therefore, the management of yellowfin tuna in the EPO might

be a combination of national and international agreements

(King, 1985).

Commonly, the main reason to implement fishing

regulations in the tuna fishery practiced in the EPO is the

conservation of the resources. If there is overexploitation of

the tuna fishery, the result might be lower revenues for the

fishermen in the future. Thus, some of the reasons to

implement regulations to manage the tuna resource are related

to the future access to the tuna resource and the economic

features of this fishery. For instance, the EPO's tuna fishery
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is harvested under high competition among the fishing nations.

This might cause an increase in the total cost of fishing,

which might cause a decrease in the net revenue from the

fishery. Low revenues, not the conservation of the resource,

might be the incentive to limit and regulate the fishing

effort applied to this fishery.

The implementation of measures to preserve tuna resources

must be done before fishermen apply excessive fishing effort

on the resource, and before this fishery reaches a point of

crisis due to the low revenues obtained. However, fishing

effort limitations are difficult to implement because the

capacity of the tuna population recovery is unknown.

The application of the management goals and options for

fisheries applied to the Mexican tuna fishery are analyzed

from an economic perspective below.

VI.l. Open Access Equilibrium. 

Under this management option the Open Access Equilibrium

(OAE) may occur at an effort greater than the MSY (Maximum

Sustainable Yield) level and will likely occur at an effort

greater than the MEY (Maximum Economic Yield) level (Figure

25). According to Townsend and Wilson (1988), if fishers

obtain high revenues from a fish resource there will be an

increment in the number of fishers participating in this

fishery, which might cause a decrease in the revenue for

fishers in the long run. On the other hand, if they obtain low

revenues, those fishers with high fishing cost will leave the
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Figure 25. Fishing effort at the Open Access Equilibrium (EoA),
the Maximum-Sustainable Yield (EMsY) and the Maximum
Economic Yield (EMEY) .
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fishery. This economic system reaches the OAE when fishermen

are not stimulated to leave or enter the fishery. However, at

the OAE level the total revenue equals the total cost and this

represents misallocation of resources since the rent is

dissipated into the inefficiencies of the fishery (Townsend

and Wilson 1988; Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990). The economic

stress might drive out the less efficient fishers, whom in the

case of an international fishery may be mostly from one or

more participant nations. This constitutes an economic

reallocation of the potential benefits among those nations

based on harvest efficiency (Tietenberg, 1988, Smith, 1990).

The economic stress caused by external diseconomies (as

opposed to internal efficiency) intrinsic in any open access

fishery, might cause "fishers on the average to overcapitalize

even beyond the open access equilibrium" (Smith, 1990). Effort

beyond the OAE implies that the total costs exceed the total

revenue and there is an economic loss in the fishery and to

society (Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990).

Before the implementation of the EEZ regime by some

coastal nations in the EPO, the yellowfin tuna fishery was

harvested in a first come-first served basis. Consequently,

many countries joined the fishery to obtain a share of the

rent. Nobody owned the resource and a catch quota, suggested

by the IATTC, was the only management scheme followed (Joseph,

1979). Fishermen harvesting tuna during the pre-EEZ period did

not have any motivation to conserve the resource since the
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remaining fish that they did not harvest might be caught by

other fishermen. In fact, there was an increase in the fishing

effort applied to the fishery. The catches of tuna in the EPO

increased from 115,682 short tons (s.t.) in 1950 to 278,596

s.t. in 1987. Also, the number of boats of the international

tuna fleet fishing in the EPO changed. The international tuna

fleet operating in the EPO had in 1960 151 vessels, in 1970

202 vessels, in 1980 320 vessels, and in 1987 173 vessels

(IATTC, 1970-87). The decrease in the number of fishing boats

from 1980 to 1987 is due mainly to the implementation of the

EEZ, and the emigration of some fishing fleets (i.e., the

American tuna fleet) to the Western Pacific Ocean. Even though

the number of boats of the international tuna fleet harvesting

in the EPO, in 1987, was about 50't less than in 1980, we have

to consider that some of the '87 vessels are equipped with

modern tools to fish more efficiently, and some of them are 5

(or less) years old (IATTC, 1970-87). In fact, some nations

were improving their fishing capacity while other nations were

leaving the fishery.

The increase in the fishing effort might increase the

total cost of fishing as well. In fact, more fishing effort

will be attracted to the fishery as long as revenues from

fishing exceed other revenues that fishermen could earn in

other activities. The increase in the fishing effort will

cause that the rent should be shared among more fishermen. In

the long run the fishery may reach the point OAE in which no
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further effort is attracted to the fishery since there are no

incentives to participate in it (Townsend and Wilson, 1988).

A reduction in the fishing effort applied to this fishery

might help to reduce the pressure on the tuna population

(Joseph, 1979). This might be accomplished by limiting the

access to this resource in the EPO. In a sense, the limited

access to the fishery might be implemented by first giving

property (or access) rights to the coastal nations with tuna

in their EEZs. If the OAE is caused by the characteristic of

common property resource "the obvious solution is to institute

private property rights" (Townsend and Wilson, 1988).

According to Tietenberg (1988), if a nation has property

rights over fish resources its government will attempt to

maximize the rent by applying effort at the level of MEY. The

single owner may not apply more fishing effort because this

increase would reduce the rent from the fishery and the

revenue. If a fishing nation, like Mexico, has property rights

over the resource it can prevent fishermen from other nations

from harvesting the resource. The limited access might result

in lower costs of fishing since fishermen might spend less

time and effort to produce a determinate yield of fish

(Tietenberg, 1988). Then, Mexican fishermen might receive a

benefit if it has property rights on the tuna fishery.

The Mexican policy regarding its jurisdictional claim on

tuna resources occurring in the Mexican EEZ restricted the

access of some countries (such as Japan and the U.S.) to the
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tuna resource in this area (Moya, 1985). In a sense, the EEZ

concept gave some property rights over tuna to some coastal

nations in the EPO and limited the access to this resource.

However, some points must be considered. First, these property

rights cannot be easily applied to mobile resources such as

tuna (Townsend and Wilson, 1988; King, 1979). Second, there is

the likelihood that the coastal nations often increase their

fleets to obtain a maximum share of tuna. For instance, in

1979 Mexico had 25 purse-seiners and 3 baitboats while in 1987

the Mexican tuna fleet was comprised by 54 purse-seiners and

12 baitboats (IATTC, 1979; IATTC, 1987) Third, there must be

an effective control over this resource, which implies sole

authority over tuna resource, capacity to protect the resource

and capacity to enforce regulations. If the Mexican

government wants to apply its sovereign rights on the tuna

resource it should be able to protect the fish inside the

Mexican EEZ from foreign fishing. The cost to protect tunas

might be very high indeed. Fourth, the catch rates inside the

Mexican EEZ might be affected by fishing activities outside

this zone (Enriquez, 1989). The points written above are, in

a sense, disadvantages of the property right system applied to

the tuna fishery. These disadvantages may cause disagreements

between the resource adjacent nations and the non-adjacent

resource nations while working towards the international

management of the tuna resource.
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management of the tuna resource.

VI.2. MSY versus MEY. 

To date, all the management plans applied to the tuna

fishery in the EPO, such as the OLDEPESCA plan, are focused on

Maximum-Sustainable-Yield (MSY). Under the MSY the rent can be

maximized only when fishing costs are zero (Figure 26)

(Townsend and Wilson 1989, Tietenberg, 1988). On the other

hand, rent may be maximized if the effort is limited to the

appropriate level. The MEY goal implies less fishing effort

"and larger stock sizes than either open access or maximum-

sustainable-yield" unless the total cost of fishing is zero

(Townsend and Wilson, 1988; Smith, 1990).

While pursuing the MEY, economic pressure might cause

inefficient fishermen, such as those with high fishing costs,

old boats, or unskilled crew, to leave the fishery. Efficient

fishermen, such as those with low fishing costs, might remain

in the fishery (Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990). On the

average, the total cost of the tuna fishery would decrease.

According to Tietenberg (1988), an efficient fishery is one

which obtains the highest catch possible at the lowest

possible cost, and applies low fishing effort. These

conditions might help to avoid the depletion of the fish

population (Townsend and Wilson, 1988). However, Smith (1990)

recalls that a reduction in the fishing effort might be

accomplished by removing from the fishery, under a determinate
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Figure 26. While pursuing the MEY the rent might be
maximized only when total fishing costs are
zero.
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policy, the most efficient vessels. By doing this the fishing

effort is reduced, but the total cost of fishing is not

reduced in an important manner.

According to Smith (1990), the MEY in the long run might

cause the fishermen who remain in the fishery to invest the

rent obtained, if they keep it, in several ways. The first

option would be personal investments, such as buying a house,

buying food, etc., which are made locally and are captured by

the local economy. In fact, not all the rent is used in

personal investments. A second option is to invest in the

fishing industry. The total cost of the Mexican tuna industry

is raised because the lack of facilities to receive the raw

tuna in the port and the high cost of canning tuna (Enriquez,

1988). To date, the majority of the Mexican canned tuna

production is marketed domestically, though there are some

sales to Canada and Ecuador. Also, the Mexican canneries

receive subsidies to decrease the cost of production. However,

the processing costs in Mexico are so high that the Mexican

canned tuna is expensive, and it does not have many buyers in

the international market (NOAA, 1989). The Mexican government

might invest the rent obtained to build port facilities and/or

to improve and decrease the total cost of the tuna fishery. A

third option is to invest the rent in other fisheries.

Fishermen might invest the rent in a business that they know

well. For instance, another fishery might need capital to add

more vessels, to improve the technology employed for fishing
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or to build port facilities (Smith, 1990). According to Smith

(1990), the former statements assumes that fishers capture and

keep the rent. There is the likelihood that the government may

tax it away, or it can still be dissipated if efficiency

reducing rules (i.e., reduction of gear) are also imposed.

Applying the second and third option those fishermen that

left the fishery might be employed in the new canneries or in

other port activities. It is possible to implement a program

in which those fishermen that left the fishery might be the

first to be employed after some training for the new

activities. However, if fishers are inefficient, they would

have to leave their new job as well. In a sense, managing the

Mexican tuna industry towards the MEY might drive out some

fishermen from the fishery, but, in the long run, those

fishermen can be more productively incorporated into the

fishery again (Enriquez, 1988).

If the rent is used to subsidize unemployed fishers a

resource misallocation is generated. Most of this subsidy

would be used in direct consumption, such as house renting,

food, clothes, etc., and it is, therefore, not used to improve

infrastructure (i.e., to build port facilities). Therefore, in

the long run society as a whole receives less benefit since

there is less investment directed to improve the local economy

and therefore, employment, opportunities (Enriquez, 1988).

Mexico, like any other coastal nation, has the goal to

conserve its fishing resources in its EEZ. To do this, the
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Mexican government must determine the maximum level of catch

of its resources. To date the Mexican government's goal for

the tuna fishery is the MSY. To reach the MSY level, the

Mexican government should apply management alternatives to its

tuna fishery to limit (directly or indirectly) the fishing

effort applied to this fishery. Some management alternatives

are limited entry, cost increases in the fishing activities,

and quota systems.

The use of management alternatives in the Mexican tuna

fishery might help the Mexican government to conserve this

resource, to maintain the population at the MSY level, and to

reach the optimum use of tuna fish.

The UNCLOS III does not define "optimum utilization" of

the resources. However, the article 62 of the UNCLOS III

suggests that the coastal nations can pursue the optimum

utilization of the resources in their EEZs according to their

national interests. Based on the particular interests of a

coastal nation, the optimum utilization of fish resources can

be placed in a range of fishing effort between the effort at

the maximum economic yield (Emey) and the fishing effort at

the maximum sustainable yield (Emsy). Thus, the optimum

utilization of tunas is found between the level of fishing

effort that generates the maximum revenue (MEY) and the level

of fishing effort that generates the maximum catch (MSY)

(Figure 27).

In order to determine the optimum utilization of the tuna
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Figure 27. The optimum utilization for a fishery.
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resource in the Mexican EEZ, the Mexican government has to

consider biological,social, economic and political factors

that might influence the tuna fishery. For instance, the

Mexican government has, today, the goals to generate and

maximize employment from the fishing activities and maximize

the capture of fishing products for human and animal

consumption. Therefore, for the Mexican government the optimum

utilization of the tuna resource is the level of fishing

effort that generates more employment (Emsy), since it

requires an important investment of fishing effort. The Emsy

also generates an important catch of tuna fish. At the MSY

level the catch is high, which can imply maximum foreign

exchange of Mexican tuna exports.

At the Maximum Sustainable Yield level, the present goals

and interests of the Mexican government in its EEZ's tuna

fishery can be accomplished. The Mexican government is

managing the tuna resource up to the MSY level, therefore

satisfying the regulations for the EEZ fisheries formulated by

the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea III.

If the Mexican government's goal is to increase the

revenue from the tuna fishery, Mexico will have to apply the

fishing effort Emey. The Emey will generate the Maximum

Economic Yield level in which the total revenue from the tuna

fishery is maximized.
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VI.3. Cost Increasing Alternative. 

According to Tietenberg (1988), a fishery is working

properly if the catch is at the efficient level MEY, and if

the catch is obtained at the minimum possible cost. Therefore,

the application of the cost increasing option to the Mexican

tuna fishery is in conflict with Tietenberg's viewpoint. Under

the cost increasing alternative, the effort may be reduced and

the cost may be raised to the point where the rent is lost'to

society (Tietenberg, 1988).

Some cost increasing methods are, for instance,

production limits, time limits, geographic fishing area

limits, and capital and labor limits (Smith, 1990). The effect

of any of these methods is to increase the cost of fishing

effort which may cause a reduction in the total effort applied

on a fishery. Indeed, there is a reduction in the fishing

effort, but the rent is dissipated to production

inefficiencies (Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990).

When the cost increasing option is applied, large

investments of labor and capital are required and may be

wasted to catch a determinate quantity of fish. While

applying, for instance, time and fishing area limits,

fishermen are forced to fish in areas that might be less

productive than those restricted areas. In this case the time,

labor and equipment are less productive since the same

quantity of fish might otherwise be caught at a lower cost. On

the other hand, fishermen might be allowed to fish in
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productive areas and productivity with respect to fishing time

can be increased (Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990).

Applying the capital limitation option to the Mexican

tuna fishery originates some characteristic problems. To date

this fishery receives loans and subsidies from the Mexican

government through the Banco Nacional de la Pesca (BANPESCA or

National Bank for Fisheries). The loans and subsidies are

provided to reduce the fishing and processing costs in this

fishery with the goal to increase the tuna catches, improve

tuna processing and indeed increase tuna exports (Moya, 1986a;

Weidner, 1990; Panorama Atunero, 1989). With a limit in the

capital there will be in the short run a reduction in Mexican

tuna exports. However, the Mexican tuna industry requires a

high catch of fish to comply with the treaties made with

Mexican tuna importers, and with the new buyers of this

product. For instance, Japan has been increasing its imports

of Mexican tuna since 1980. In 1980 Japan imported from Mexico

1 metric ton of tuna, while in 1987 Japan imported 5,070

metric tons of tuna (Weidner, 1990). According to Weidner

(1990), if Japan becomes an important buyer of Mexican tuna,

it could mean to Mexico important future sales and a

significant diversification of the Mexican export market.

Also, if Japan purchases Mexican tuna, this action can rise

the export price of the Mexican tuna (if not volume) and get

more benefit to Mexico (Smith, 1991).

The management goal of Mexico, based on the principles of
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the OLDEPESCA, is the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) (Moya,

1985; Benavides, 1990; Rosado, 1990). Under the cost

increasing alternative, to reach the MSY the cost of fishing

is increased and the level of effort is reduced until the Emsy

(Figure 28). However, at this level of effort the total cost

equals the total revenue from the fishery, and the rent is

lost to society (Tietenberg, 1988; Smith, 1990). This happens

because of the utilization of "excessively expensive means to

catch the desired yield of fish" (Tietenberg, 1988).

One of the objectives of the cost increasing alternative

is to decrease the fishing effort, which indeed is

accomplished in the short run. The fishing effort is

constituted, for instance, by size of the boat, horsepower,

type of gear, and skill of fisherman. However, fishing-effort-

limitation options often originate "disharmonious incentives"

among fishermen (Townsend and Wilson, 1988). According to

Townsend and Wilson (1988) and Smith (1990), fishermen have

the incentives and the ability to substitute other components

of fishing for the limited components. For instance, if there

is a limitation of the length of the boat, fishermen will

substitute for this limited input by building wider boats,

boats with more horsepower, bigger nets or other inputs.

Consequently, fishing effort is not reduced as much as

anticipated (Figure 29). In the long run, the rent is still

dissipated and the reduction in effort under this alternative

is not as significant as expected (Smith, 1990).
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Figure 28. Fishery applying the cost increasing alternative.
Fishing effort is reduced to EMSY, but total cost
equals total revenue.
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Figure 29. The cost increasing alternative decreases the fishing
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VI.4. Limited Entry Alternative. 

Under the limited entry (or the direct effort reduction)

option the total number of vessels of the Mexican tuna fleet

may be restricted (Smith, 1990). Since the Mexican Management

goal for the tuna fishery is the MSY the fishing effort must

be decreased from E, to E, (Figure 30). In this case E, will be

the limit in effort permitted in the fishery and the total

cost of fishing is decreased to the point TC, (Smith, 1990).

However, fishermen have the motivation and the ability to

substitute the restricted input for other inputs. For

instance, if the number of vessels is limited fishermen might.

increase the fishing capacity of their vessels by introducing,

for instance, more gear (Tietenberg, 1988; Townsend and

Wilson, 1988; Smith, 1990). There will be an increase in the

fishing effort, which implies an increase in the total cost of

fishing to the point TC, (Figure 30). Consequently, in the

long run, the reduction in the fishing effort may not be as

important as anticipated, and all the rent is lost to society

(Townsend and Wilson, 1988; Smith, 1990).

The application of this management alternative is not

appropriate to the Mexican tuna industry unless fisherman are

regulated efficiently. This regulation might be activated by

applying policies that restrict the implementation of inputs

to increase the productive capacity of the fishing boats.

However, since about 95% of the Mexican tuna industry is a

private industry (using a public resource), the use of these
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Figure 30. Applying the limited entry alternative to the fishery
effort is reduced from El to E2. In the long run,fishers
increase their vessels's fishing capacity and total
cost goes from TC1 to TC2.
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policies may be difficult to execute.

In addition to the problems implied by this management

alternative, the limited entry option is in direct conflict

with the Mexican Government's Plan Nacional de Desarrollo

Pesquero 1988-1994 (or National Plan for the Fishery

Development). This plan includes, for the period 1990-1994,

the addition of 35 vessels to the actual Mexican tuna fleet.

Eighteen of those vessels with 1,090 tons of carrying capacity

and 17 with 680 tons of carrying capacity (Rosado, 1990;

Panorama Atunero, 1989). If this objective is accomplished,

there might be an increase in the fishing capacity of the

Mexican tuna fleet from 57,032 short tons (in 1987) to 88,212

short tons by the year 1994.

VI.5. Quota System. 

Managing the Mexican tuna fishery while trying to

restrict tuna catches and allowing fishermen to keep the rent,

might be accomplished by using the quota system alternative.

In order to have an efficient quota system, it might be

necessary to implement a policy in which the quantity of fish

taken from the fishery is properly designed (Tietenberg,

1988). According to Tietenberg (1988), if a government wants

to allocate resources efficiently in a fishery (i.e. the tuna

fishery), it might have to limit the right to catch rather

than the right to own a boat. However, the Mexican tuna

industry and the Mexican government have the objective to
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increase the catch of tuna since this might increase the

exports and generate foreign exchange (Luna, 1990; Enriquez,

1989; Rosado, 1990). Therefore, a limit in catch under the

quota system option might not be implemented easily in Mexico.

According to Smith (1990), the quota system is not very

efficient in the long run. To illustrate this first assume

that the fishery is at the open access equilibrium applying

the fishing effort Eoa and obtaining a catch Coa and a catch

quota, Catch(*), is imposed to this fishery (Figure 31). At

the level of catch Catch(*) the revenue is less than the total

cost of fishing. Since fishers are losing money some of them

will leave the fishery and there will be a reduction in

fishing effort from Eoa to E(*), where total revenue equals

total costs (Figure 31). However, the cost of leaving the

fishery is less than the cost of entering the fishery.

Therefore, fishers might prefer to continue fishing even

though their revenue is lower than their total costs.

Consequently, the level of effort applied to the fishery might

be E(**), which is a bigger fishing effort than E(*). At the

level of effort E(**) the "yield Catch(*)-Catch(**) is not

being utilized and the rent is being lost to society, or the

fishery" (Smith, 1990). Then, in order to utilize all the

available yield and the effort E(**) the catch level might be

increased to Catch(**). With more catch available (Catch**)

there is the likelihood that the fishing effort will be

increased and, after this, the total costs will be increased
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Figure 31. Fishery under the quota system alternative.
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as well until total costs, Total Cost(**), are equal to total

revenue (Smith, 1990). Since the rent, using the quota system

option, is lost to society in the long run this alternative is

not favorable unless there were a strict control on the

fishing effort.

One important characteristic of the quota system is that

quotas "should be freely transferable among fishermen. In the

long run, these quotas might end owned by fishermen with low

costs of fishing" (Tietenberg, 1988). The fishing costs of the

Mexican tuna industry are high relative to other major

harvesting countries (Enriquez, 1988). The quota system

generates a "natural flow" of quotas from fishermen with high

fishing costs to fishermen with low fishing costs (Tietenberg,

1988). According to the former statement, the Mexican

government might sell (managed under a quota system) its

quotas to those fishing countries with low fishing costs. The

Mexican government might make more money selling its quotas

than using them. However, neither the Mexican government nor

the Mexican tuna industry will sell its quotas to foreign

vessels. If Mexico sell its quotas, this action will imply

that foreign vessels will be allowed to harvest tunas inside

the Mexican EEZ. However, the Mexican government will not let

foreign vessels to capture tuna resources inside its EEZ. If

there were a transfer of quotas made by Mexico, it will be
done more likely among the Mexican tuna fleet.

Since the transfer of quotas contemplates the use of new
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cost-reducing technologies and encourages low extraction costs

(Tietenberg, 1988), it could be applied to the Mexican tuna

industry to reduce its high operation's costs. However, in the

short run the use of new technologies implies an investment

(may be high) to improve the fishing capacity of the vessels.

To date, this kind of investment is difficult to implement in

Mexico since the Mexican tuna industry has an important debt

with shipbuilders, its goal is to increase the number of boats

of the Mexican tuna fleet, and the Mexican government

subsidizes it (Enriquez, 1989; Rosado, 1990; Luna, 1990).

Even though under the quota system the rent is retained

by the current generation of fishermen (Tietenberg, 1988), the

implementation of this management alternative has low chances

to succeed due to the former statements.

The quota system might be implemented in Mexico if,

first, there is a reduction of the total costs of the Mexican

tuna industry. The reduction in this total costs might be

accomplished if:

1) Old fishing vessels (which may have high operational

costs) are removed from the fleet.

2) The Mexican government improves the port facilities to

receive, store and transport raw tuna.

The part of the Mexican government's subsidy that is not

used in the old fishing vessels which leave the fishery, might

be used to accomplish point number two. Also, that subsidy

might be used to install cost-reducing technologies to the
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remaining vessels of the Mexican tuna fleet.

If the Mexican tuna fleet were working more efficiently

(i.e. lower total fishing costs) than today, the use of a

quota system might be considered by the Mexican government and

the tuna industry. To date, a deeper analysis about the use of

a quota system to manage tunas in Mexico has not been done

yet. Such analysis might help to find the advantages and

disadvantages related to the use of a quota system to harvest

the tuna resource in the Mexican EEZ by the Mexican tuna

fleet.
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VII. Conclusions 

Biological studies of the tuna population show that

yellowfin from the subpopulation of the eastern Pacific Ocean

(EPO) move mainly inshore than offshore. Other movements are

dependent on the area of release and fish do not move in only

one direction (i.e. north-south). Rather, migration patterns

of yellowfin tuna present a combination of the movements

described in this paper. Information from the IATTC show that

there is strong evidence that demonstrates that the

subpopulation of yellowfin tuna in the EPO is divided into a

northern group of fish and a southern group of fish. The

location of the spawning zone of the southern group is

different from the spawning zone of the southern group. Thus,

each group has its specific spawning ground.

In summary, each group of fish has its characteristic

migration patterns in specific areas and each group may have

its specific life history.

The maximum catch level (MSY or MEY) of the subpopulation

of tuna in the EPO might be determined by the population

dynamics of the species, by the economic necessities of the

fishermen and by the specific management goals of the nations

adjacent to the tuna resource. In addition, low revenues not

the conservation of the tuna resource might be the incentive

to limit and regulate the fishing effort applied to this

fishery. The management of tunas practiced by the Mexican

government might consider the following points: 1) The tuna
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resource outside the Mexican EEZ is considered a common

property resource and its management must be applied under an

international fishing agreement. 2) The management of the tuna

resource inside the Mexican EEZ must be applied based on the

- economic, social, and political interests of the Mexican

government. Thus, applying property rights to this fishery

inside the Mexican EEZ.

The cost increasing alternative cannot be applied to the

Mexican tuna industry because, to date, the Mexican tuna

fishery has high costs of operation. The application of the

limited entry alternative to the Mexican tuna fishery can be

applied only if fishermen are regulated efficiently. The quota

system alternative might be implemented in Mexico if there is

a reduction of the costs of operation of the Mexican tuna

industry. The reduction in these costs might be accomplished

if old fishing vessels do not receive subsidies from the

government and are removed from the Mexican tuna fleet. The

Mexican government and the Mexican tuna industry might use

this subsidy to improve the port facilities to receive, store,

transport and process tuna fish.

International management of tuna fish can be accomplished

through the cooperation and coordination of the fishing

nations involved in the tuna fishery in the EPO. To manage the

tuna fishery as a private property the Mexican government

needs to find the ways to protect and manage the tuna resource

inside the Mexican EEZ.
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To date the Mexican government is managing the tuna

fishery pursuing the Maximum Sustainable Yield level (MSY).

Therefore, the Mexican government is satisfying the

regulations for the EEZ fisheries formulated by the United

Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea III. In addition, at

the MSY level the management goals and interests of the

Mexican government in the tuna fishery can be accomplished.
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Appendix A

Annex I of the UNCLOS III

Highly migratory species

1. Albacore: Thunnus alalunqa 
2. Bluefin tunafish: Thunnus thynnus.
3. Patudo: Thunnus obesus.
4. Skipjack: Katsuwonus pelamis.
5. Yellowfin tunafish: Thunnus albacares.
6. Blackfin tunafish: Thunnus atlanticus.
7. Bonito del Pacifico: Euthynnus alletteratus, E.

affinis.
8. Bluefin tunafish of the South: Thunnus maccoyii.
9. Melva: Auxis thazard, A. rochei.
10. Japuta: Family Bramidae.
11. Marlin: Tetrapturus anqustirostris, T. belone, T.

T. pflueqeri, T. georgei, Makaira azara, Akaira 
indica, Makaira niqricans.

12. Velero: Instiophorus platypterus, I. albicans.
13. Sword fish: Xiphias qladius.
14. Parpada: Scomberesox saurus, S. saurus scomroides,

Cololabis saira, C. adocetus.
15. Dorado: Coryphaena hippurus, C. equiselis.
16. Oceanic sharks: Hexanchus qriseus, Cetorhinus 

maximus, Rhincodon typus, Family Alopiidae, Family
Carcharhinidae, Family Sphyrnidae, Family Isuridae.

17. Cetacean includes the following families:
Physeteridae, Balaennopteridae, Balaenidae,
Eschrichtiidae, Monodontidae, Ziphidae and
Delphinidae.

(From Medina, 1988)
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Cruises 1057-1058 and 1058-1059.
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Figure IV. (continued)
Cruises 1062-1063 and 1066.
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Figure IV. (continued)
Cruises 1068 and 1071.
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Figure N. (continued)
Cruises 1072 and 1073.





Table 1. Recoveries of tagged yellowfin tuna through October 1959, by time at liberty
and net distance movement (from Schaefer et. al., 1961)

Tagging .roe	 1►4r•
Arr. 40	 a 	 13.1	 1)1., ew 111...I•41

8-30 31-
IN

Distance
101.	 131.
160	 200

In ntIlvt
III.	 111-
III	 30$

301.
334

Distant:1n en 'ulnae
361.	 411.	 431.
400	 4311	 SOO

301-	 ail.	 601-	 G31-
WI	 COO	 630	 100

101-
131 N t 1) U'

orR- '74Tr...4111114 III 6 11 1 146 12 N4
(North of 15.14.) 31-60 26 3 1 2 33 43 42 7.316

Areas noneftas
(Al none de lo■ 13'N.)

61-91)
91.120

121.150

17
21

3
7

3
3
1

2

3

1

4
1

21
32
IS

36
101
134

79
44

126

19.931
9.697

z.73is
151-Inn 5 I 4 2 12 169 1•.Ara
111I-21u 14 3 I 1 211 192
2I1.24C 4 8 $ 1 732 I'll 15.1191
241-210
211.300

2 .
,9

3
5

4
10 3

11a Z7
282

156
101

46.569
15.1151

301-33A 3 3 310 61 3.733
331.360 2 2 2 I 1 3-13 93 13.491
361.390 2 1 3 375 44 3.566
391-420 1 1 05 641 3.64I3
421-450 I 2 43

4
0 30 2.336

TOTAL 211 4i 48 14 4 5 3 2 1 1 .366
Southern areas
(South of 15'14.1

1-30
31 .60

41
34 2 1 1

• 49.
56

19
44 30

J9-4
4.1r.%

61.90 42 1 3 1 •	 4? 11 111,366
A11. 1.* sur tilos
IAI	 a* te tit	 loa	 13'1.1

91-12n
121.Ino

21
9

1 I
1

2
12

1111
131 102

15.4013
441.4:6-1

151.lao IS 2 2 1 1 21 INA psi 14.050
181.210 13 2 1 23 183 611 17.31:5
211.120 8 9 226 56 15.686
241-210 3 1 4 264 1114 129.619
211.314) 3 I 5 263 BI 111.653
301.330 1 3 313
331-360 1 1 342 53 2./4)9
361-390 2 2 366 III 363
391-420 2 2 410 11 613
421-450 1 1 421
451-180 1 I 451 41
481-310
311-s4o
s42.5:n

2 533 18

511-600 1 1 517 42 1.361
G01-630 I 1 601 8 64

TOTAL 721 19 1 1 10 8 2 1 I 264
Local flanks 1 . 30 110 1 7 118 11 11 1
(North of 20*N. 31-60 20 3 1 25 43 29 3.081
and west of 110'W.) 61 .90 16 1 2 19 16 7/ 1.363

91 . 120 21 6 2 30 103 4L/ 5.779
121-150 6 4 1 134 32 9.441
151-180 5 1 4 2 12 169 83 17.66.3
181 . 210 13 3 1 1? 190 39 2.989
211-240 4 8 B I 21 232 96 11.466
241 . 210 2 3 4 256 II5 19.861
211 . 300 9 5 its 3 2N 262 Inl 15.1451
301 . 130 3 3 311/ 61 3.TI3
331-360 2 2 2 I I 8 343 OA 13.417
361-390 2 1' 3 375 48 3.506
391-420
421-1f4 I

1
1

1
2

403
430

GO
so

3.61Y)
2. 536

YO'r A L 211 33 4i 9



Table 1. Continued
DIslarteo In Mlles DLitanda en MIIIILS

Tai• 	••...	 1►•y• Ir...... .4..a• re•c16 a	 141.• .. 116.r1a cl
0-60 61-

100
151.
160

131.
106

III.
260

:31-
301

301.
336

331*
401

461.
1611

461.
100

601-
1130

631-
600

601-
630

651-
1011

101-
11111 N I I) D3

66611 ai ralltornis and	 1-30 16 3 1 1 23 14 44 4.093
southern Meek-an court	 3140 3 1 1 5 3 131 34.196
%r ill of 15'N. • ntl	 61-90

i 141 110'W.1	 !1.12
1
1

1
1

2 1 1 1 7 A 109 11,962
121 . 1511 1 2 4 1 134 310 51.341
151-114
1111-210 1 1 2 196 272 100.229
211 .240 1 1 221 330 106.900
241-770 1 1 265 560 313.600

TOTAL 20 T 4 s 2 4 2 1 1 1 1 411
R.•vIlla GICedu islands	 1-30 S S

C rt.:tangle 15410	 31-60 3 3
61.90 1 1
91-120 ,

121.130
131.180
181-214 1 1

TIYrAI. 10 ID
Central Ana:rid:an roost	 1-30 1 1 2
(1'N. to 5'N.)	 31-60 2 2

61-90
91.121)
21.150 1 1

151 . 164 1 I 2
TO1 Ai. 1 3 2 1 7

4..1a1.aKut Islands	 1-:V)
11-60 1 1
6ittn
91.120

121.150
151.160
181 . 210 1 1
211.240
241 .210 1 1

TOTAL 2 1 3
Co..talai South AntcrIca	 1.30 43 4 47 19 16 523
Ciuuth of 5'N-1	 31-60 51 1 1 33 44 21 4.959

61 - 90 42 1 3 1 47 77 42 10.378
91 . 120 21 1 1 2 23 107 SS 13.003

121-150 9 1 1 11 131 63 23.065
151 . 180 11 2 2 1 2 167 66 16.437
181 . 210 12

8
6 2

2 11-240
1
1

21 1,31 68 111.112

211 . 210 3 3 267 5 65
211-300 3 i 1 5 283 61 18.853
361.330 1 1 2 312 85 13.6
331.360 1 1 342 33 2.809
361.390 2 2 366 IS 362
391-420 2 2 410 23 673
421 -150 1 1 427 0 0
431-460 1 1 497 0 0
401 - 310
511.310 2 2 323 38 325
541.510
971 W1
6.11 634

1
1

1
1

372
601

42
3

1.764
64 )--,

41-
1.•.)TirrAl. 238 36 1 1 10 v 25-4
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